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ARTICLES
ON THE NEED FOR ASIAN AMERICAN NARRATIVES IN LAW:
ETHNIC SPECIMENS, NATIVE INFORMANTS, STORYTELLING
AND SILENCES

Margaret (H. R.) Chon*

I write. I write you. Daily. From here.'
I foreground the silence depicted in the Asian American texts because it is a theme
still often subject to reductive interpretations. I am not tempted to romanticize or
exoticize it, however, or to place it above speech, thereby inverting the existing
hierarchy.2
I.

ASIAN AMERICAN RACIAL FORMATION

I began my civil procedure class this year by talking about one of my favorite
movies, Wayne Wang's Chan is Missing. My students heard how I had seen the
movie four or five times, and how I loved the title of the movie because it is a
challenge and response to the Charlie Chan films that have powerfully imbued the
American cultural lexicon of all Asians with images of impassivity and cryptic, accented English. The movie's plot is also a cultural response to the (cauc)Asian detective with taped eyelids, for it involves two buddies whose third buddy disappeared
suddenly in San Francisco's Chinatown. The film follows the two men as they
search for their friend-through the streets, inside Chinatown locations and other
neighborhoods-and as they interrogate various people such as surly, hip Asian
American teenagers. Chan is Missing is thus a kind of detective story, the characters
of which are actually Chinese American, rather than obviously European actors impersonating Asians.
The film is also a travelogue, a narrative about a journey in a literal sense,
through San Francisco in the early 80's and, in a metaphorical sense, in search of
Asian American identity. By the movie's end, the two men still have not found their
friend, but the viewer has had a rich visual and auditory experience of what it is like
* Associate Professor, Syracuse University College of Law. An early version of this Article was first
presented at the Conference of Asian Pacific American Law Professors in October 1994. Grateful thanks to
the conference organizers, Pat K Chew, Karl S. Okamoto, Margaret Y.K. Woo, Alfred C. Yen, and to the
participants, especially Keith Aoki, Robert S. Chang, and Neil Gotanda. I benefitted as well from the opportunity to present this paper in March 1995 at the first Mid-Adantic People of Color Legal Scholarship
conference at the invitation of Reginald L. Robinson and in April 1995 at Williams College at the invitation
of K Scott Wong, Timothy Sam and Marcela Peacock. Many thanks also to Peter A. Bell, Sharon K Hom,
Lily H.M. Ling, and Janis L. McDonald, to Haesook Kim who first alerted me to the ethnicity/race divide
three years ago, and to my research assistant, Lani V. Malamug. "(H.R.)" stands for Hee-Ryong, a name that
I am unable to pronounce correctly, that does not appear on my birth certificate and that my hulmoni
translated to me as "crystal sound." This Article is dedicated to my students-past, present and future-in
the hopes that they will have more room in which to maneuver.
1. THERESA HAK KYUNG CHA, DICTEE 56 (1995).

2. KING-KOK CHEUNG, ARTICULATE SILENCEs 20 (1993).
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to be a young Asian American man in a specific time and place; it is a kind of thick
description of a particular segment of the Asian American community. To me, the
search for Chan is a proxy for the search for an Asian American identity: constantly
searching for an elusive essence, never quite sure of where it is situated, uncertain
and without closure, invisible at the same time that it is quite there. I then began
3
linking the movie to a case that I had asked my students to read, In re A. C.
4
Within the realm of outsider jurisprudence, narrative methodology has been
deployed less frequently by or on behalf of Asian Americans than it has been by or
on behalf of others on the margins. 5 Chan is thus missing, at least partially, from
the narratives that have begun to nuance legal academic discussions of race. Yet
Asians occupy unique cultural spaces: spaces that cannot be reduced to the racial
experiences of other non-whites within the U.S. These are sites shaped indelibly by
post-colonial conditions 6 of "criss-crossed economies, intersecting systems of meaning, and fragmented identities,"7 sites that are contingent upon the figurative and
literal boundary crossings of migration, sites of cultural-geographical disjuncture and
3. In re A.C., 573 A.2d 1235 (D.C. Cir. 1990) (review of a court-ordered caesarean).
Before this first class, I had assigned my students to write a one-page story about the case from A.C.'s
perspective. My main pedagogical goal was to show the students that the core substantive story-A.C.'s
competence to testify about a caesarean-was missing from the case because of procedural decisions and
omissions. The case itself gave them few dues about whether A.C. would have decided to have a caesarean
even though the operation would shorten her life. A.C., sedated or in a coma, was rendered silent by
procedural flaws, becoming a blank script upon which my students could project their own imaginative
capacities. Thus my secondary goal was to get a little view into each of my student's hearts and minds
through the various ways they constructed someone whom they did not know and about whom there was
very little personal information. The absence of A.C. in the case bearing her name seems analogous to the
absence of Chan in the film bearing his name. Just as certain procedural decisions can result in the inability
of a litigant to "have her day in court," certain cultural biases and scholarly methods can prevent groups from
being represented accurately within the dominant culture, including the subculture of academic discourse.
4. Among other things, outsider jurisprudence is characterized by the reliance on an "epistemological
source [that includes] the actual experience, history, culture, and intellectual tradition of people of color in
America." Mar J. Matsuda, Looking to the Bottom: CriticalLegal Studies and Reparations, 22 HAv. C.R.C.L. L. Ruv. 323, 325 (1987). One useful overview of narrative within academic sociolegal scholarship is
provided by Patrick Ewick and Susan S. Silbey. Patrick Ewick & Susan S. Sibley, Subversive Stories and
Hegemonic Tales: Toward a Sociology ofNarrative,29 LAw & Soc'Y REv. 197 (1995). The literature questioning the norms and parameters of legal scholarship is growing. For observations outside the debate of narrative
methodology, see, e.g., Keith Aoki & Garrett Epps, Dead Lines, Break Downs & Troubling the Legal Subject or
"Anything You Can Do, I Can Do Meta, "73 OR. L. REv. 551 (1994); Paul F. Campos, Advocacy and Scholarship, 81 CAL. L. REv. 817 (1993); Pierre Schlag, Pre-figurationand Evaluation, 80 CAL. L. REV. 965 (1992).
But see Stephen L. Carter, Academic Tenure and "White Male" Standards: Some Lessons From the Patent Law,
100 YALE L.J. 2065 (1991).
5. Feminist legal theory employing narrative methodology has permeated many legal doctrinal and
jurisprudential areas. See, e.g., Katharine T. Bartlett, FeministLegal Methods, 103 HARv. L. REV. 829 (1990);
Carrie Menkel-Meadow, Mainstreaming Feminist Legal Theory, 23 PAC. L.J. 1493 (1992). For one view of
Western feminism's inability to represent non-Western women, however, see Trinh T. Minh-ha, Difference:
'A Special Third World Women Issue, 25 FEMINIST REV. 5 (1987); see also infra note 77.
6. Some overviews of post-colonial theory include: Vijay Mishra & Bob Hodge, What is Post(-)colonialism?, in COLONIAL DISCOURSE AND POST-COLONIAL THEORY 276 (Patrick Williams & Laura Chrismas eds.,
1994); Patrick Williams & Laura Chrisman, Colonial Discourse and Post-colonial Theory: An Introduction, in
supra, at 1; Anne McClintock, The Angel of Progress:Pitfallsof the Term "Post-Colonialism," 10 Soc. TEXT 84
(1992); Kenneth Parker, Very Like a Whale: Post-Colonialism Between Canonicities and Erhnicities, I Soc.
IDENTITIES: JOURNAL FOR THE STUDY OF RACE, NATION AND CULTURE 155 (1995); Sara Suleri, Woman
Skin Deep: Feminism and the Post Colonial Condition, 18 CITICAL INQUIRY 756-59 (1992).
7. Ali Behdad, Traveling to Teach: PostcolonialCritics in the American Academy, in RACE, IDENTITY AND
REPRESENTATION IN EDUCATION 41 (Cameron McCarthy & Warren Crichlow eds., 1993) ("...it is no
surprise that many intellectuals of the diaspora have used various figures of spatial movement-such as travel,
exile, displacement, etc.-not only to reflect on their own hybrid position but to describe and theorize new
conditions of possibility in the new social space.").
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hybridity, sites that are bound up with the question of national identity and national
boundary formation, s sites that are marked more by being raced 9 as non-white for-

eigners than as ethnic assimilators or non-white natives, sites that gain their fluidity
not only from the centrifugal forces of gender, class and other differentiators such as
generational distance from the immigration experience," but also from the terrible
momentum of the diasporic experience itself and indeed the relative freedom of
individual expression found in the United States compared to the old worlds. As the
writer Jessica Hagedorn puts it:
While I have gotten used to this way of life in America, I straddle both worlds, like
most urban Filipinos. When I speak of "home" even now, I refer to life before
America, in that magical place of my childhood, the Philippines. Being of mixed
parentage, I have family in Manila and the provinces, in California and the Midwest, and on my paternal side, family in Spain. In speaking of the Filipino American then, one also has to consider Hispanic roots, Chinese roots, etc. It is this
hereditary mosaic that makes up the complex, unique, and dizzying Filipino culture. It is also this "elegant chaos" that definitely informs my work in style and
the recurring themes of loss, yearning, alienation, rage, passion and rebellion.' 1

Where is "home"? When people ask me where I'm from, I frequently don't
know what they really want to know. Even those Asian Americans who can trace
their lineage within the borders of the United States for three or four generations
frequently experience the conflation of foreignness with otherness, as in the oftexpressed reaction to our presence: "you speak such good English!" While multilayered racial stratification in the United States-with whites occupying the top
layer, blacks at the bottom and "other non-whites"1 2 such as Latinos and Asians in
the middle-is arguably a relatively recent phenomenon,1 3 the image of the Asian as
8. Robert S. Chang, Nation/Nationalism/Nativism, paper presented at the Conference for Critical
Legal Studies, Washington D.C. (Mar. 10-12, 1995) (on file with author).
9. Throughout this Article, I use the verb "to race." In doing so, I am trying to describe the idea that
the "meaning and salience of race are forever being reconsituted in the present." Michael Omi & Howard

Winant, On the Rhetoretical Status of the Concept of Race, in

RACE, IDENTITY AND REPRESENTATION

IN

3, 7 (Cameron McCarthy & Warren Crichlow eds., 1993). To underscore race as an activity
rather than an objective category, I describe specific acts that have the intent or effect of reinforcing racial
relationships as "race-ing."
10. Compare Lisa See, Portraitsof the Past, A. MAGAZINE, Feb./Mar.1995, at 36, 38 ("My job became
one of excavation.... Many of the 70 relatives, friends and associates I interviewed were in their eighties and
nineties and spoke little English. Because my great-grandfather, grandfather, and father married white women, I myself am only an eight [sic] Chinese; I have red hair and freckles. I may have been a relative, but I
was also a foreigner.") with Jeffrey Goldberg, The Overachievers, NEW YORK, Apr. 10, 1995, at 43, 47
("Many second-generation Korean-Americans-and the category known within the community as the '1.5
generation,' people now in their teens, twenties, and thirties... say they are growing tired of marginality.")
EDUCATION

11. Jessica Hagedorn, The Exile Within/The Question of Identity, in

THE STATE OF ASIAN AMERICA:

ACTIvisM AND RESISTANCE IN THE 1990S 173, 175 (Karin Aguilar-San Juan ed., 1994); see also Lisa Lowe,
Heterogeneity, Hybridity, Multiplicity: Marking Asian American Differences, 1 DIAsPORA: A JOURNAL OF
TRANSNATIONAL STUDIEs

24, 27 (1991) ("Asian American discussions of ethnicity are far from uniform or

consistent; rather, these discussions contain a wide spectrum of articulations that includes, at one end, the
desire for an identity represented by a fixed profile of ethnic traits, and at another, challenges to the very
notions of identity and singularity which celebrate ethnicity as a fluctuating composition of differences,
intersections and incommensurabilities."); Mar J. Matsuda, When the FirstQuail Calls: Multiple Consciousness
as JurisprudentialMethod, 11 WOMEN'S RTS. L. REP. 7, 8 (1989) ("This constant shifting of consciousness
produces sometimes madness, sometimes genius, sometimes both.").
12. Neil Gotanda, "Other Non-Whites" In American Legal History: A Review of Justice At War, 85
COLUM. L. REv. 1186, 1188 (1985) (book review).

13. Neil Gotanda, Asian American Rights and the "Miss Saigon Syndrome", in ASIAN AMERICANS AND
A DOCUMENTARY HISTORY 1087, 1088 (Hyung-Chan Kim ed., 1992) ("the multi-

THE SUPREME COURT:

level conception of race implicit in a racial stratification model is a sharp change from the Black-White model
of race used in legal discrimination theory."); see also Michael Omi, Out of the Melting Pot and Into the Fire:
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non-white other has inevitably contained the distinct element of foreignness,1 4 that
is, a sense of not belonging physically to the Americas. And as Robert Chang
states," [i]nsofar as you are perceived as foreign, your claim to membership in the
is weakened, and accordingly, your justice claim will likely be
national ' community
15
ignored."
Historically, the racialization (that is, the social construction of racial identity
and meaning)' 6 of Asians by white lawmakers has occurred through the gradual but
inexorable sedimentation of legal acts of exclusion of Asians from the larger national
from occupacommunity: exclusion from immigration, 17 from naturalization,'"
21
2°
from schools, 22
tions," from ownership of property, from marriage partner,
from housing,23 and from the presumption of loyalty accorded all other racial
groups during World War II. The latest layers of this process can be seen in the only
recent dismantling of racial barriers to immigration and naturalization, 24 limits to
social services mandated by California's Proposition 187,25 proposals to limit social
Race Relations Policy, in THE STATE OF ASIAN PACIFIC AMERICA: POLICY ISSUES TO YEAR 2020 199 (1993)
("racial tensions are no longer intelligible, if indeed they ever were, within the framework of a 'black/white'
paradigm of race relations."); Mari Matsuda, We Will Not Be Used, 1 UCLA ASIAN AM. PAC. ISLANDS L.J. 79
(1993) ("The role of the racial middle is a critical one.").
14. Keith Aoki, Foreignness & Asian American Identities: Yellowface, Propagandaand Bifurcated Racial
Stereotypes, 4 UCLA ASIAN PAC. AM. L.J. (forthcoming).

15. Chang, supra note 8, at 1.
16. Omi, supra note 13 (defining "racialization").
17. See, e.g., Chinese Exclusion Act, 22 Star. 214 (1882); Contract Labor Act, 23 Stat. 332 (1895);
Immigration Act, 34 Star. 898 (1907); Gentleman's Agreement of 1908; Immigration Act of 1917, 39 Star.
874 (1917); Immigration Act of 1924, 43 Star. 153 (1924); Philippine Independence Act of 1934, 48 Stat.
456 (1934)(also known as Tydings-McDuffie Act); see generally HYUNG-CHAN KIM, A LEGAL HISTORY OF
ASLAN AMERICANS: 1790-1990, 67-109 (1994).

18. See, e.g., An Act to establish an uniform Rule of Naturalization, 1 Star. 103 (1790); Act of February
5, 1917; Act of May 9, 1918; Act of July 19, 1919; Act of March 26, 1790; Takao Ozawa v. United States,
260 U.S. 178 (1992); Takuji Yamashita et al. v. Henkile, Secretary of State of the State of Washington, 260
U.S. 199 (1992); United States v. Bhagat Singh, 261 U.S. 204 (1923); see generally Tsiwen M. Law, An Asian
American Looks at the Bill of Rights, in THE BILL OF RIGHTS: A BICENTENNIAL VIEW 165 (Mark I. Bernstein
etal.,
eds. 1991).
19. See, e.g., Gentleman's Agreement Act of 1908; Takahashi v. Fish & Game Comm'n, 334 U.S. 410
(1948); Oyama v. California, 332 U.S. 633 (1948); Yick Wo v. Hopkins, 118 U.S. 356 (1893); McCready v.
Virginia, 94 U.S. 391 (1876); seegenerally KiM, supra note 17, at 46-57 (describing California legislation such
as the Foreign Miners' Tax (1850)).
Oyama v. California, 332 U.S. 633 (1948); Cockrill v. California, 268 U.S. 258 (1925);
20. See, e.g.,
Frick v. Webb, 263 U.S. 326 (1923); Porterfield v. Webb, 263 U.S. 225 (1923); Terrance v. Thompson, 263
U.S. 197 (1923); see generally KiM, supra note 17, at 126-31 (describing California legislative efforts such as
the Alien Land Act of 1913 and Alien Land Act of 1921).
21. See, e.g., Loving v. Virginia, 388 U.S. 1, 5 n.4 (1967) (describing anti-miscegenation laws of Virginia and fifteen other states); Naim v. Naim, 87 S.E.2d 749 (Va. 1955) (discussed in Barbara K Kopytoff &
A. Leon Higginbotham, Jr., Racial Purity and InterracialSex in the Law of Colonialand Antebellum Virginia,
77 GEO. L.J. 1967, 2028 n.242).
22. See Lau v. Nichols, 414 U.S. 563 (1974) (overturning instruction in English in San Francisco
Unified School District); Lee v. Johnson, 404 U.S. 1215 (1971) (extending Brown v.Board of Education to
Asian Americans); Lum v. Rice, 275 U.S. 78 (1927) (applying Plessy v.Ferguson to separate schools in Mississippi for Chinese students); Plessy v. Ferguson, 163 U.S. 537 (1896).
23. See, e.g., Shelley v. Kraemer, 334 U.S. 1 (1948) (striking down restrictive covenant prohibiting sale
of property to "Negroes" and "Mongolians").
24. See generally Bill 0. Hing, Beyond the Rhetoric ofAssimilation and CulturalPluralism:Addressing the
Tension of Separatism and Conflict in an Immigration-DrivenMultiracial Society, 81 CAL. L. REV. 863, 865
(1993) ("Congress eliminated national origins quota restrictions from our immigration laws in 1965," resulting in a 384.9% increase from 1970 to 1990 in the Asian American population).
25. Gregorio T. v. Wilson, 59 F.3d 1002 (9th Cir. 1995) (upholding preliminary injunction against
implementation and enforcement of a section of California's Proposition 187); see also S.B. 667-72, 218th
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services to legal immigrants,2 6 the various English-only and English as an official
language laws, 2 7 police harassment as in the use of gang profiles,2" the exclusion
from affirmative action programs and/or the imposition of ceilings on university
admissions,2 9 and the proposed amendments to eliminate which with that family
preference categories in our immigration laws, which would have the effect of reducing Asian immigration. 30 These legal acts of exclusion are often accompanied by the
denial of the racial aspects of the exclusion: thus the claim made by Arizonans for
Official English that the English-only amendment to the Arizona Constitution is
based merely on the need for government efficiency, 3 1 or the defenders of Proposition 187 that the ballot initiative has to do with economics rather than race. 32
These various legal measures are accompanied by extra-legal means of discipline,
such 34
as race-based violence 33 accompanied by lack of adequate protection by the
state.

These observations dovetail with the view of race not as a natural, biological
and static status that inheres to an individual through genetic descent, but rather as
"historically contingent, socially mediated systems of meaning that attach to elements of an individual's morphology and ancestry, ' 35 and which can be disaggreGen. Assembly, 1st Sess. (1995) (introduced by New York state senator Frank Padavan, amending various
provisions of the New York laws to exclude undocumented immigrants from state social services).
26. See, e.g., H.R. 2202, 104th Cong., 1st Sess. (1995), introduced by Lamar Smith and passed by the
House Subcommittee on Immigration on July 20, 1995 (restricting access to noncash assistance programs);
see also New York Senate Bill 701 (amending various provisions of the New York laws to exdude legal immigrants from eligibility from certain state social services for three years); FRANK PADAVAN, N.Y. STATE SENATE
COMM. ON CITIES, OUR TEEMING SHORE: A LEGISLATIVE REPORT ON THE IMPACT OF U.S. IMMIGRATION
POLICY ON NEW YORK STATE (1994) (advocating restrictions on state benefits); Sam H. Verhover, Legal
Immigrants in Record Numbers Want Citizenship, N.Y. TIMES, Apr. 2, 1995, at Al.
27. See, e.g., Amiz. CONST. art. XXVIII (struck down in Yniguez v. Arizonans for Official English, 69
F.3d 920 (9th Cir. 1995), cert. granted, 116 S. Ct. 1316 (1996)).
28. Margaret M. Russell, Entering Great America: Reflections on Race and the Convergence of Progressive
Legal Theory and Practice, 43 HASTINGS L.J. 749 (1992); see also U.S. COMM'N ON CIVIL RIGHTS, CIVIL
RIGHTS ISSUES FACING ASIAN AMERICANS IN THE 1990s 54-57 (1992)
RIGHTS].
29. U.S. COMM'N ON CIVIL RIGHTS, supra note 28, at 104-29.

[hereinafter U.S.

COMM'N ON CIVIL

30. H.R. 2202, 104th Cong., 1st Sess. (1995); S. 1394, 104th Cong., 1st Sess. (1995).
31. Yniguez, 42 F.3d at 1217.
32. Eugene Volokh, A More Conservative Supreme Court May Overturn the 1982 Decision that Guarantees
Education to IllegalAlien Children, DAILY NEWS, Nov. 20, 1994, at Viewpoint 5 ("California voters chose, for
good or ill, to spend their money to educate American citizens-plus the foreign citizens whom Congress has
decided to welcome here-and not illegal aliens.").
33. See, e.g., Gary Okihiro, Perils of the Body and Mind: The Persistence of Anti-Asian Hatred, paper
presented at the Symposium on Anti-Asian Violence, Syracuse University College of Law 1-5 (Mar. 26,
1993) (on file with author) (describing the lynching of fifteen Chinese immigrants in 1871 and comparing it
to the death of Edward Song Lee and injuries to forty-six other Korean Americans in the 1992 Los Angeles
civil disturbances); see also Jerry Kang, Note, Racial Violence Against Asian Americans, 106 HAtv. L. REV.
1926 (1993); Brief of the National Asian Pacific American Legal Consortium, Amici Curiae at 3, Wisconsin
v. Mitchell, (U.S. 1993) (No. 92-515); Comment, Crimes Motivated By Hatred- The Constitutionalityand
Impact ofHate Crime Legislation in the United States, 1 SYRACUSE J. LEGIS. & POL'Y 29 (1995).
34. U.S. COMM'N ON CIVIL RIGHTS, supra note 28, at 49-67; Telephone Interview with Margaret
Krull, Head of the New York City Human Rights Commission Research Division, (Apr. 10, 1995) (stating
that bias crime statistics based on police data do not include how many Asians are victims of mistaken ethnic
identity, and define race primarily by skin color thus excluding some racially motivated bias crimes against
Asian victims); Mary B.W. Tabor, Unfufilled Promises:2 Koreans Seek Justice and a Dream, N.Y. TIMES, Oct.
26, 1992, at B 1.
35. Ian F. Haney-Lopez, The Social Constructionof Race: Some Observations on Illusion, Fabrication,and
Choice, 29 HARv. C.R.-C.L. L. REV. 1 (1994); see also Frantz Fanon, Racism and Culture, in ToWARD THE
AFRICAN REVOLUTION 31, 32 (1967) ("Racism has not managed to harden. It has had to renew itself, to
adapt itself, to change its appearance."); Patricia Williams, The Obliging Shell" An Informal Essay on Formal
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'
The meanings that circulate around
gated through "chance, context and choice." 36

Asian racialization are suffused with exclusion. At any given moment and place, the
room for negotiation by Asian Americans within these structures of meaning will

typically be constrained by the foreignness often imputed to Asian Americans by
non-Asians, and by the sense of displacement or homelessness felt by many Asian

Americans themselves. The racial context is highly charged with the idea of "belonging elsewhere."

As writers such as Hagedorn can testify, the hybridity of multicultural spaces

37
can transform cultural differences into vital sources of creative energy. But a sense

of foreignness/homelessness pervades both the multiplicity of Asian American experiences and identities, and the liberating possibilities of hybrid multicultural positions. This sense is not merely an absence of a comfortable subject position within a
national body insistently constructed as white. Foreignness/homelessness is an es-

sential aspect of the formation of Asian Americans into a specifically Asian legalracial category within the U.S.
Michael Omi and Howard Winant define racial formation as the "sociohistorical process by which racial categories are created, inhabited, transformed, and deconcepts that illustrate Asian
stroyed."3 Here, I will introduce and discuss two
40
39
American racial formation: the "ethnic specimen" and the "native informant.
Racial formation of Asians in America has been aptly described by Rey Chow
as a process of being made into an "ethnic specimen."4 1 By that, she expresses the
experience of being othered as a native of a reified exotic culture outside the literal
and figurative boundaries of the dominant culture, and largely in reference to the
observer's static framework of how a genuine native culture ought to be represented. 42 The use of the word "ethnic" should not distract us from the race-ing
process that is embedded within this term. The "ethnic" within this race-ing dynamic is typically the thoroughly confused and misinformed mixing of all Asian
cultures into a conglomerate ethnicity that becomes synonymous with race. This is
Equal Opportunity, 87 MICH. L. REV. 2128, 2140 (1989) ("I remember with great clarity the moment I
discovered that I was 'colored.' I was three."); Robert S. Chang, Becoming a Person of Color, paper
presented at the Association of American Law Schools Conference, New Orleans, Louisiana (Jan. 7, 1995)
(on file with author) (discussing the decision to take on the label "person of color"). On the significance of
morphology, see, e.g., Paulette M. Caldwell, A HairPiece: Perspectives on the Intersection of Race and Gender,
1991 DUKE L.J. 365 (1991); Judy Scales-Trent, On Being Black and White, Different and the Same, in REPRESENTING WOMEN, LAW, LITERATURE, AND FEMINISM 57 (Susan S. Heinzelman & Zippora B. Wiseman
eds., 1994).
36. Haney-Lopez, supra note 35, at 39 ("chance refers to morphology and ancestry, context to the
contemporary social setting, and choice to the quotidian decisions of life. In the play of race, chance, context
and choice overlap and are inseverable."); see also Charles R. Lawrence, The IU, the Ego, and Equal Protection:
Reckoning With Unconscious Racism, 39 STAN. L. REv. 317 (1987); Jayne Chong-Soon Lee, Navigating the
Topology of Race, 46 STAN. L. REv. 747 (1994).
37. See, e.g., TRINH T. MINH-HA, WOMAN NATIVE OTHER (1989)
38. See MICHAEL OMI & HOWARD WINANT, RACIAL FORMATION IN THE UNITED STATES 55 (1994).
Their emphasis on race as a process rather than as a status is evident also in their definition of "race [as] a
concept which signifies and symbolizes social conflicts and interests by referring to different types of human
bodies." Id. See also Haney-Lopez, supra note 35.
39. REY CHOW, WRITING DIASoRA 27-28 (1993).
40. Behdad, supra note 7, at 40-49 (quoting Gayatri C. Spivak, Who Claims Alterity?, in REMAKING
HISTORY 274-75 (Barbara Kruger & Phil Mariana eds., 1989)).
41. CHOW, supra note 39, at 27-28.
42. This type of racialization resembles how courts have used static cultural checklists to certify the
authenticity of Native American tribes. See Joann Kovacich, The Impact of Law and Policy on the Social
Construction of "Culture," paper presented at the Annual Law and Society Association Meeting, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 13-15 (June 16, 1994) (on file with author).
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evident, for example, in the mistaken and fatal Japanese identity that a Chinese
American, Vincent Chin, assumed in the eyes of his white murderers. A more recent
example is the slaying in 1992 of a Vietnamese American college student, Luyen
Phan Nguyen, after being chased by a white mob who yelled "chink," "Vietcong,"
and "sayonara."4 3 The ambiguous role of skin color in the race-ing of Asian Americans perhaps allows us more latitude to deny that a racial formation process occurs.
But other phenotypic characteristics can serve as a rough proxy for skin color in this
race-ing process. In a representational framework that defines "white" as the default
subject position, those who are reduced to "oriental" rather than "white" are raced.
Those who are reduced to "white" fall, however uneasily, within the assimilationist
framework of race relations and become part of the 'natural' white racial referent."
Our conglomerate ethnic image then becomes part of the "common sense of
race" 45 that commends itself to judicial and statutory notice,46 and thus defines a
racial contingency to our legal existence.4" (Among other things, this racial contingency also causes Asian American legal academics to question the concepts of colorblind (or morphology-blind) constitutional jurisprudence and formal equality. 48 )
Legal and other encounters are negotiated within the synergy of our micro-understandings of race (i.e., identity) with our macro-understandings of race (i.e., social
structures) .49

50
As what Gayatri Spivak astutely terms the role of the "native informant,
Asian Americans can attempt to respond to the racial formation process by various
modes of "talking back" or self-representation. Native informants are those of us
43. Audit of Violence Against Asian Pacific Americans, 1993: Anti-Asian Violence, A National Problem,
NATIONAL ASIAN PACIFIC AMERICAN LEGAL CONSORTIUM 1993 AUDIT OF VIOLENCE AGAINST ASIAN PA-

CIFIC AMERICANS (National Asian Pacific American Legal Consortium), Apr. 1994, at 8.
44. OMI & WINANT, supra note 38, at 14-24.
45. Id. at 62.
46. See, e.g., Immigration and Nationality Act of 1790, 8 U.S.C. section 703 (1979) (naturalization
limited to "free white persons"); Plessy v. Ferguson, 163 U.S. 537 (1896) (Harlan, J., dissenting); Sumi K.
Cho, Asian Americans and Racial Mascotting, paper presented at the Conference of Asian Pacific American
Law Professors (Oct. 13-15, 1994) (on file with author) (discussing how Justice Harlan's dissent in Plessy v.
Ferguson relied on an Asian race category).
47. This contingency affects other racial and ethnic minorities, and constructs minority groups in relation to each other as well as to the dominant race. For example, just as African Americans were not considered "free Persons" under the U.S. Constitution, Asian Americans were not considered "free white persons"
who could become naturalized citizens under the Immigration and Nationality Act of 1790, 8 U.S.C. section
703 (1979). See Thurgood Marshall, Reflections on the Bicentennial of the United States Constitution, 101
HAv. L. REv. 1, 1-5 (1987). Cf. Law, supra note 18 (tracing Asian American legal-racial contingency). See
generally A. Leon Higginbotham, Jr., An Open Letter to Justice Clarence Thomas from a FederalJudicial Colleague, 140 U. PA. L. REv. 1005 (1992) (tracing African American legal-racial contingency); see also Kimberle
W. Crenshaw, Race, Reform, and Retrenchment: Transformation and Legitimation in Antidiscrimination Law,
101 HARV. L. REV. 1331 (1988); Steven Lubet, That's Funny, You Don't Look Like You Control the Government: The Sixth Cireuit'sNarrative on Jewish Power, 45 HASTINGS L.J. 1527 (1994) (Jewish legal-racial contingency); George A. Martinez, Legal Indeterminacy,JudicialDiscretion and the Mexican American Litigation
Experience: 1930-1980, 27 U.C. DAvis L. REv. 555 (1994) (Chicano legal-racial contingency).
48. See Pat K. Chew, Asian Americans: The 'Reticent'Minorityand Their Paradoxes,36 WM. & MARY L.
REv. 1 (1994); Neil Gotanda, A Critique of "Our Constitution is Color-Blind,"44 STAN. L. REv. 1 (1991).
49. See OMI & WINANT, supra note 38, at 56-61; see also Angelo N. Anchera, Community Lauyering,81
CAL. L. REv. 1363 (1993) (exploring this negotiation process in lawyering); Matsuda, supra note 11 (discussing this negotiation process in legal scholarship); Ewick & Sibley, supra note 4, at 218 ("If narratives contribute to hegemony to the degree that they efface the connections between the particular and the general,
perhaps subversive stories are those that employ those connections, making manifest the relationship between... biography and history.").
50. Gayatri C. Spivak, Who Claims Alterity?, in REMAING HISTORY 269-92 (Barbara Kruger & Phil
Mariani eds., 1989).
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who, confronted and constrained by an ossified framework of representation that
places a negative racial value upon us, speak for the "natives" in an attempt to construct a positive racial valence. One strategy might be to construct pan-ethnic racial
rather than national ethnic identities: to give meaning to the term "Asian American"
as opposed to "Chinese American," for example.5 ' "Native informant"-with its
ironic acknowledgement of the foreignness imputed to us-at once suggests a strategy against racial formation and problematizes that strategy. By contrast to the relative ease with which Asians in America are raced as "ethnic specimens," Asian
Americans experience tremendous difficulty in articulating or having others attend
to their "authentic" native voices. 52 The difficulty in verifying authenticity, the
barriers to expressing these voices or having these voices heard, 53 and the ever-present danger of becoming a native informant who is misrepresented or who misrepresents an essentialized Asian race to the world-at-large may account for some of the
relative silence of Asian American perspectives and voices in outsider jurisprudence
up to this point.
Outsider jurisprudence, whether grounded in class, gender, race or sexual orientation, has unambiguously interpreted the silence of the outsider as an "absence."
Hence what makes storytelling distinctive methodologically is its emphasis on giving
voice to the subaltern, the previously silent and therefore ignored or devalued legal
subject. In my examination of the Asian American native informant, I want to
suggest other interpretations of the silence of the outsider. Silence can be read in
many nuanced ways, including as active resistance. While certain silences may be
"undesirable silences-the speechlessness induced by shame and guilt, the oppressive
or protective withholding of words in the family, or the glaring oversight in official
history,. .. [Asian American silences] are often overdetermined by both ancestral
mores and exclusionary forces in North America. '54 Some silences can be ascribed
in part to the widespread perception internalized by some Asian Americans that
Asian Americans are not targets of racial animus or discrimination, a denial that Neil
Gotanda has described as the "Miss Saigon"
syndrome. 55 But other forms of silence
"are the very antitheses of passivity" 56 and denial. I suggest here that Asian American silences often signify the actively engaged listening of those positioned between
cultures, who must exert enormous energy to understand and mediate among two or
more different cultural sign systems.
51. This strategy is evident in the formation of various pan-ethnic political groups such as bar associations. However, there is a strong pull, for reasons of language and other forms of cultural support, for Asian
ethnic groups within the U.S. to organize along specific ethnic lines. See generally Michael J. Balaoing, The
Challenge ofAsian Pacific American Diversity and Unity: A Study of Individual Ethnic BarAssociations Within
the Asian Pacific American Community of Los Angeles, 2 UCLA ASIAN PAC. AM. L.J. 1 (1994). And as Eric
Yamamoto explores in this volume, differences in culture may then turn into differences in political strategies,
at least in a context where Asians constitute more than a small minority of the population. Eric Yamamoto, 3
UCLA ASiAN PAC. AM. L.J. 33 (1996)
52. See David Mura, Mirrors of the Self Autobiography andthe JapaneseAmerican Writer, in AsIAN AM ERICA.NS: COMPARATIVE AND GLOBAL PERSPECTIVES 239 (Shirley Hune et al. eds., 1991) ("Perhaps even more
than for most writers, the autobiography of a minority writer centers on the struggle to be a writer, to claim
access to the language.").
53. CHOW, supra note 39, at 30-54.
54. CHEUNG, supra note 2, at 20.
55. Gotanda, supra note 13, at 1088. Of course, the denial of racism against African Americans as well
as other racial minority groups is pervasive as well. See generally Patricia Williams, Spirit Murdering the
Messenger: The Discourse of Fingerpointingas the Law's Response to Racism, 42 U. MIAMI L. REV. 127 (1987).
56. CHEUNG, supra note 2, at 20.
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The race-ing process that leads to the "ethnic specimen" as well as to the resulting problems of the "native informant" deserve theoretical attention, for they affect
how legal categories are constructed with respect to Asian Americans. 57 This Article
attempts to expand on each of these phenomena. In part II, I describe in more
detail the concept of the "ethnic specimen" and in part III, the "native informant."
Part III will also explore the various forms of silence, as well as other aspects of
reticence that I and others have in the project of articulating an Asian American
authentic native voice. My observations are intended to elaborate upon the theory
of racial formation, and to describe a process of racialization in which cultural and
linguistic conventions, as well as countervailing interventions, work and play prominently. These observations are also connected to the jurisprudential project of reconstructing the concept of race so as achieve greater justice for all racial groups.
My technique will depend largely upon unembellished storytelling. While we
need to develop a much more complex and nuanced vocabulary to describe race
(and therefore I rely on racial formation theory, as well as the terms "ethnic specimen," "native informant," and "racialization," among others), I also want to avoid
the solipsism that often accompanies jargon-laden narrative. In addition, I hope to

avoid in part the privileging of the "cerebral about matters largely visceral," 5 ' by
focussing less on abstract concepts than on their specific incarnations. This form of
scholarship is also my attempt at theorizing practice, that is, at transcending the
dichotomy between agency and structure, without resurrecting the radical autonomy

the post-structuralist trap of uniof the Western liberal individual 59 or falling into
60
positions.
subject
individual
of
abandon
versal
Through storytelling, I want to demonstrate that local experiences (such as my
perspectives as a middle class, second generation, etc., Korean American woman) do
not foreclose globally felt categories. 6 1 Asian American readers-even those raised
in Honolulu rather than Buffalo, or those raised by Black parents instead of Asian
parents, or those whose first language is Chinese not English-may recognize the
stories as their own. This shared sense that what we have experienced is significantly
different than what, ceterus paribus, a non-Asian person has experienced, is in part
"race" as experienced from the Asian American subject position."' Through this

shared recognition, I seek to interrupt the legal academy's critiques and defenses of
57. See generally Angela P. Harris, Foreword: The Jurisprudence of Reconstruction, 82 CAL. L. REv. 741
(1994); Mari J. Matsuda, Symposium on the Renaissanceof Pragmatism in American Legal Thought: Pragmatism
Modified and the False Consciousness Problem, 63 S. CAL. L. REv. 1763 (1990).
58. Haney-Lopez, supra note 35, at 23.
59. See generally Rosemary J. Coombe, Room for Manoeuver: Toward a Theory of Practicein CriticalLegal
Studies, 14 LAw & Soc. INQUIRY 69 (1989); Martha Minow & Elizabeth V. Spelman, Symposium on the
Renaissance of Pragmatism in American Legal Thought: In Context, 63 S. CAL. L. REv. 1597 (1990).
60. CHOW, supra note 39, at 71; see also SEYLA BENHABIB ET AL., FEMINIST CONTENTIONS (1995);
PAULINE M. ROSENAU, POSTMODERNISM AND THE SOCIAL SCIENCES: INSIGHTS, INROADS AND INTRUSIONS

(1992); UNrVERSAL ABANDON: THE POuTICS OF POSTMODERNISM (Andrew Ross ed., 1988); FEMINISM/
POSTMODERUNISM (Linda J. Nicholson ed., 1990).
61. See Robert S. Chang, Toward An Asian American Legal Scholarship: CriticalRace Theory, Post-Structuralism, and Narrative Space, 81 CAL. L. REv. 1241, 1247-50 (1993) (mapping the terrain of Asian American legal scholarship); see also Robin D. Barnes, Race Consciousness: The Thematic Content of Racial
Distinctiveness in CriticalRace Scholarship, 103 HARv. L. Rav. 1864 (1990); Henry L. Gates, Jr., Editor's
Introduction: Writing "WRace"and the Difrenee It Makes, 12 CRIncAs. INQUIRY 1 (1985). But see STEPHEN L.
CARTER, REFLECTIONS OF AN AFFIRMATVE ACTION BABY (1991); Randall Kennedy, Racial Critiquesof Legal
Academia, 102 HARv. L. REv. 1745 (1989).
62. I remind the reader of Omi and Winant's definition of race as "a concept which signifies and
symbolizes social conflicts and interests by referring to different types of human bodies." OMI & WiNANT,
supra note 38, at 55.
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storytelling, framed in concepts such as "typicality," 63 even as I acknowledge that
the category I seek to define is contingent upon rapidly changing variables that may
or may not be easily negotiated or recoded.' 4
Throughout what might seem to be straightforward narrative technique, I disclaim any authorial privileges of authority or finality. At times I offer my reading,
but many interpretations are possible. Triple dangers of authentication, essentialism
and tokenism accompany the self-credentialling of the "native informant" in Western knowledge production.6 5 Through narrative, nevertheless, I tentatively try to
occupy simultaneously the roles of anthropologist and native in exploring the theoretical topology of race.
II.

STORIES ABOUT ETHNIC SPECIMENS

The use of a specifically Asian American narrative in my first civil procedure
class did not have any apparent impact: I was soon in the throes of teaching International Shoe and Worldwide Volkswagon. As I pointed out in passing to my students,
however, these cases shift the focus in jurisdictional doctrine from local to global.
A.

Travel Stories: Being Othered
As Lisa Lowe has written about eighteenth century French travel narratives,
portraits of the oriental world as an exotic, uncivilized counterpart of Europe were
crucial enunciations of the European world as knowing, stable, and powerful.
Travel literature performed these acts of symbolization . . . by figuring travelers in
foreign lands encountering strange and disorienting customs and practices, the

63. Daniel Farber and Suzanna Sherry critique narrative methodology because, for example, the stories
even if true, 'may be atypical of real world experiences." Daniel A. Farber & Suzanna Sherry, Telling Stories
Out of School: An Essay on Legal Narratives, 45 STAN L. REV. 807, 837 (1993); see also Daniel A. Farber &
Suzanna Sherry, The 200,000 Cards of Dimitri Yurasov: Further Reflections on Scholarship and Truth, 46 STAN.
L. REV. 647 (1994); Mark Tushnet, The Degradationof ConstitutionalDiscourse, 81 GEO. L.J. 251 (1992).
However, Ewick and Silbey argue that "typicality or categorizing like cases" is simply not the issue in evaluating narrative. Rather, essential to the anatomy of narrative is "the way the particularsare arrangedand connected" Ewick & Silbey, supra note 4, at 220 (emphasis added).
For other discourses on narrative methodology in race theory, see Richard Delgado, On Telling Stories in
School A Reply to Farberand Sherry, 46 VAND. L. REv. 665 (1993); Richard Delgado, Storytellingfor Oppositionists and Others: A Pleafor Narrative, 87 MICH. L. REv. 2411 (1989); see also Gary Peller, The Discourse of
ConstitutionalDegradation, 81 GEO. L.J. 313 (1992). Feminist advocates include: Kathryn Abrams, Hearing
the Call of Stories, 79 CAL. L. REv. 971 (1991); The Narrative and the Normative In Legal Scholarship, in
REPRESENTING WOMEN, LAW, LITERATURE, AND FEMINISM 44 (Susan S. Heinzelman & Zipporah B. Wiseman eds., 1994); Jane B. Baron, Intention, Interpretation, and Stories, 42 DUKE L.J. 630 (1992); Jane B.
Baron, Resistance to Stories, 67 S. CAL. L. RV. 255 (1994); Jane B. Baron, The Many Promisesof Storytelling
in Law, 23 RUTGERS L.J. 79 (1991); Naomi R. Cahn, Inconsistent Stories, 81 GEO. L.J. 2475 (1993).
64. See CORNEL WEST, RACE MATTERS (1993) (describing the Black community's interests as nonmonolithic and internally negotiable); Derrick A. Bell, Jr., Serving Two Masters: Integration Ideals and Client
Interests in School Desegration Litigation, 85 YALE L.J. 470 (1976) (same); Rosemary Coombe, Objects of
Property and Subjects of Politics: Intellectual Property Laws and Democratic Dialogue, 69 TEx. L. REv. 1853,
1863 (1991) (describing recoding as "activity in which people engage in meaning making to adapt signs, texts
and images to their own agendas."); Gary Y. Okihiro, The Idea of Community and A "ParticularType of
History," in REFLECTIONS ON SHATTERED WINDOWS: PROMISES AND PROSPECTS FOR ASIAN AMERICAN
STUDIES 175 (Gary Y. Okihiro et al. eds., 1988) (expanding the variables usually associated with
community").
65. My own interpretative stance is inevitably defined by having been born and raised in North American, relatively racially homogenous (white) suburbs; a critical consciousness that was first pricked by gender
rather than racial inequality-, a one-year-old's grasp of my parents' tongue; being an American-born first-born
female child of diasporic intellectuals who are descended from politically and socially progressive national
elites, and who therefore aspired to Westernization while at the same time retaining a discernable national
identity and pride.
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trope of travel allegorized the problems of maintaining cultural institutions amidst
cultural standards and norms in the conchallenging othernesses, of establishingk
6
text of heterogeneity and difference.
Sometime in the mid- 1980's, during one of my infrequent trips to New York City, I
purchased a travel narrative, a book called Korea and Her Neighbors.67 I was thrilled
to find a book written in English about an historical period in Korea of which I
knew next to nothing. No doubt I was influenced heavily by the general atmosphere of ethnic inquiry that permeated U.S. college campuses in the late seventies
and early eighties. Many of my white friends had gone off to far-away places, returning with hand-made crafts and color slides that celebrated the pristine beauty
and lack of technological penetration of the third world, thereby exhibiting a benevolent third worldism.
I knew I had already experienced certain aspects of that pure native culture, in
material but fragmented ways. Whether through food or eavesdropping on my parents' dinnertable conversations or having strictures placed on my behavior, I already
perceived, or even experienced as a native might, aspects that native culture. In some
ways, I was a wild anthropologist, a fly-on-the-wall, the non-native who could pass
for native.
But I also felt that what I knew about Korea was mostly distorted through the
lack of context. My parents' behavior had often seemed bizarre to me when I was
growing up. My deliberately Americanized parents nonetheless seemed often out-ofplace, not only because what they retained of their Korean upbringing sometimes
was juxtaposed against the different and dominant cultural practices of the U.S. but
also because it was stripped of the context of their original Korean setting. I needed
badly to understand them and therefore me, through a greater understanding of
their native cultural traditions. Why, for example, had I experienced the feeling of
being overwhelmed by the personalities of my college classmates of European descent? Why had my sense of being overly-reserved completely vanish-indeed, take
on the opposite quality of being far too mouthy and flashy-when I was surrounded
by my parents' Korean friends?
Answers were available, and some might be in this book that I had found in
New York. I was unable to read any non-English language books besides what I
managed by pursuing a college-cultivated taste for existentialist French literature. So
Korea and Her Neighbors seemed like a discovery. Not only was it a travel narrative
of Korea in 1895, a period when few Westerners observed Korea, but it was written
in English by an American woman after my own heart: an intrepid, middle-aged,
liberated woman who travelled alone and without any particular Christian missionary zeal-Isabella Bird, described on the back cover "as surely the most remarkable
woman traveller of the nineteenth century" and whose "writing is guaranteed to
produce a thirst for adventure and travel." I was thrilled that I could read something
about my native culture by someone who was like my women friends who went off
to India or China alone, carrying cameras and relying on their wits to survive.
I never got past the first couple of chapters. Although there was enough to
keep me interested, I stumbled on numerous paragraphs such as
The physique is good. The average height of the men is five feet four and half
inches, that of the women cannot be ascertained, and is disproportionately less,
66.
67.

IUSA LOWE, CPrrIcAL TERRAINS: FRENCH AND BRITISH ORIENTALISMs 31-32 (1991).
ISABELLA BIRD, KOREA AND HER NEIGHBORS (1985) (first published in 1897).
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while their figureless figures, the faults of which are exaggerated by the ugliest
dress on earth, are squat and broad. 68
Bird's text is stubbornly bivalent. The briskness of her description and the
demeaned appearance of Korean women in her narrative correspond neatly to the
overdetermined categories of traveller-colonizer and native-colonized. 69 Bird's modernist detachment from the object of her narrative, coupled with her inability to
situate her detachment in a particular framework of representation, is typical of the
late nineteenth century.7" She would have been truly extraordinary for her time if
she had been able to overcome those epistemological habits that are still deeply ingrained in Western scientific discourse.7" Even Bird, with all the sublime gender
narradifference that I worshipped as a first world feminist, was the straightforward
72
tor of the West orientalizing the unadulterated and degraded East.
Being raced, even with a positive valence for the difference, is profoundly unsettling. I am still not used to it. Yet-organized, diligent, studious, obedient, polite, seemingly docile-my high school friends' parents had liked me, even though I
did not like most of them. Under the Western gaze, the positive difference projected
upon the feminine of the emasculated Asian male 7 3 is still the difference of an exoticized other that is not at "home" in American culture. As I negotiated recently
with a man about shovelling snow off my sidewalk, he said to me, "OK, Doll." I

68. Id. at 13.
69. Unlike Bird's accounts of Korea, Lady Mary Wortley Montagu's letters from Turkey disrupted her
colonizing gaze through their expressions of feminist solidarity with the Turkish aristocratic women with
whom she consorted. Indeed she emulated the natives to the point of dressing "in my Turkish Habit."
LOWE, supra note 66, at 41.
70. Jurgen Habermas, Modernity-An Incomplete Project, in THE ANTI-AESTHETIC: ESSAYS ON POST
MODERN CULTURE 8-12 (Hal Foster ed., 1983).
71. For critiques of scientific discourse, see generally Donna Haraway, A Manifesto For Cyborgs: Science,
Technology andSocialist Feminism in the 1980s, in TECHNOCULTURE (Constance Penley & Andrew Ross eds.,
1991); Donna Haraway, Situated Knowledges: The Science Question in Feminism and the Privilege of Partial
Perspective, 14 FEMINIST STUD. 575 (Fall 1988); Sandra Harding, Feminism, Science, and the Anti-Enlightenment Critiques, in FEMINISM/POSTMODERNISM (Linda Nicholson ed., 1990); SANDRA HARDING, WHOSE
SCIENCE? WHOSE KNOWLEDGE? (1991); Nancy Hartsock, Rethinking Modernism: Minority vs. Majority Theories, 51 Sci. & TECH. 187 (Spring 1987). For critiques of scientific bias in legal discourse, see David Luban,
Legal Modernism, 84 MICH. L. REV. 1656 (1986); Pierre J. Schlag, The Problem of the Subject, 69 TEX. L.
REV. 1627 (1991); Pierre Schlag, Normativity andthe Politics ofForm, 139 U. PA. L. REV. 801 (1991); Pierre
J. Schlag, Missing Pieces: A Cognitive Approach to Law, 67 TEX. L. REV. 1195 (1989).
72. See Edward Said, Orientalism, in COLONIAL DISCOURSE AND POST-COLONIAL THEORY 132 (Patrick Williams & Laura Chrisman eds., 1994).
73. See CHOW, supra note 39, at 111 ("Chinese literary history has been a history of men who want to
become women .... Chinese women are, in terms of the structure of discourse, a kind of minor of the
minor, the other to the woman that is Chinese man."); see also GARY Y. OKIHIRO, MARGINS AND MAINSTREAMS: ASIANS IN AMERICAN HISTORY AND CULTURE 68 (1994) (describing "Europe's feminization of
Asia, its taking possession, working over and penetrating Asia..."); Williamson B.C. Chang, M. Butterfly:
Passivity, Deviousness, and the Invisibility of the Asian American Male, BEARING DREAMS, SHAPING VISIONS:
ASIAN PACIFIC AMERICAN PERSPECTIVES 181, 181-84 (Linda Ravea et al. eds., 1993); Dinitia Smith, Face
Values: The Sexual and Racial Obsessions of Playwright David Henry Hwang, NEW YORK, Jan. 11, 1993, at 41
(criticizing Hwang for "replaying Western stereotypes of Asian men as effeminate and Asian women as passive"); Jongwoo Han & L.H.M. Ling, Masculine State, Feminine Society: A Feminist-Postcolonial Interpretation of East Asia's Capitalist Developmental State, paper presented at the 1995 American Political Science
Association Meeting, Chicago, Illinois 2 (Aug. 31, 1995 - Sept. 3, 1995) (on file with author) ("[T]he West
assigns itself all the privileges of Western hegemonic manhood: autonomy, rationality, conquest, and progress. It imposes upon Asia all the characteristics of Western subjugated womanhood: dependency, instability, submission, and backwardness.").
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walked back into my house and muttered to my husband, "I'm a law professor...
74
I'm a China doll."
75
Bird reminded me uncomfortably of the limits of solidarity based on gender.
Yet I cannot find my "home," if what I mean by that is an eternally comfortable
subject position, by rejecting gender and embracing race or other positions wholesale. A later chapter in Bird's book, entitled "Korean Marriage Customs,"
announces
Silence is regarded as the wife's first duty. .... It may be a week or several months
before the husband knows the sound of his wife's voice, and even after that for a
length of time she only opens her mouth for necessary speech. With the father-inlaw the law of silence is even more rigid. The daughter-in-law76often passes years
without raising her eyes to his, or addressing a word to him."
Was this ever true? I don't know. Can it still be true? Undeniably, I sense a lack of
speech, but now more for lack of an adequate conceptual framework or vocabulary
to describe the sights we see. And it affects both men and women, immigrant and
U.S. born, young and old.
A Korean American male graduate comes by to visit me in my office at the law
school. He describes his attempt to find a job teaching law in Korea. Those Korean
men who hold law faculty positions in Korea rebuff him with various rationales.
Korea has a civil law not a common law system, so a degree from a German university would be preferable to a degree from an American university. He has a professional degree rather than a Ph.D. He is trained in U.S. law, not Korean law. Set in
Seoul and Syracuse, it's Rodrigo's Chronicle, 77 the tale of a would-be law professor
who just doesn't meet "our high standards." I tell him that he is on the boundaries
of both cultures, and caught also in the credentialling biases of the academy. He
7s
tells me that he feels "lost."
74. Part of the "positive" valence of Asian women is their cultural representations as meta-available
sexually desirable objects. As Keith Aoki writes, American Orientalism specifically produces a "confused hash
[of] geishas, 'Opium', belly dancing, kimonos, lotus blossoms, Suzie Wong, China Girl, Miss Saigon, Madame Butterfly, Mata Hari, Shogun,... silk, bound feet, submission, dominance, eroticism, servitude and
treachery. . . ." Aoki, supra note 14. Representations of Asian women within U.S. cultural discourse are
heavily permeated by male experiences of war and neo- or post-colonial contact with Asian countries. Thus,
for example, Charles Murray recendy waxed nostalgic about his sexual exploration within the Thai sex industry while serving as a Peace Corps volunteer. Jason DeParle, DaringResearch or 'SocialScience Pornography,'
NEW YORK TIMES MAGAZINE, Oct. 9, 1994, at 48, 53. For different perspectives, see Elaine Kim, Sex
Tourism in Asia: A Reflection of Political and Economic Inequality, 2 CRITICA. PERSPECTIVES OF THIRD
WORLD AMERICA 214 (1984); Haunani-Kay Trask, Neo-Colonialism and Indigenous Structures, in FROM A
NATIVE DAUGHTER 131 (1993).
75. See generally Esther Ngan-Ling Chow, The Feminist Movement: Where Are All the Asian American

Women?, in MAKING

WAVES: AN ANTHOLOGY OF WRITINGS BY AND ABOUT ASIAN AMERICAN WOMEN

362

(Asian Women United of California ed., 1989); Kimberle W. Crenshaw, Mapping the Margins: Intersectionality, Identity Politics, and Violence Against Women of Color, 43 STAN. L. REv. 1241 (1991); Monica J. Evans,
Stealing Away: Black Women, Outlaw Culture and the Rhetoric of Rights, 28 Hlhv C.R-C.L. L. REv. 263
(1993); Trina GriUo & Stephanie M. Wildman, Obscuring the Importance of Race: The Implication of Making
ComparisonsBetween Racism and Sexism (Or Other-isms), 1991 DUKE L.J. 397 (1991); Angela P. Harris, Race
and Essentialism in Feminist Legal Theory, 42 STAN. L. REV. 581 (1990); Nancy Kim, Toward a Feminist
Theory of Human Rights: Straddling the Fence Between Western Imperialism and UncriticalAbsolutism, 25
COLUM. HUM. RTs. L. REV. 49 (1993).
76. BIRD, supra note 67, at 118.
77. Richard Delgado, Rodrigo's Chronicle, 101 YALE L.J. 1357 (1992).
78. Sharon Hom has described this decentering phenomenon as well: "As I sit listening to a panel of all
white Western women on gender and the state.. .I begin to be confused about my own subject positionaliry.
The neat description in my biographical notes begins to deconstruct at the edges of these futile and limiting
efforts at self-categorization: an American by citizenship, a Hong Kong person by birth, and a Chinese-
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At the border stop between Niagara Falls, N.Y. and Niagara Falls, Ontario, our
caravan was being held up. Leading the way, my indomitable mother had been
forced to park her car to the side although she remained inside the car. I had parked
my rusted out '74 Chevelle just behind her. We both waited for my uncle, who had
been inside the border station for an unusually long time. More than a little upset at
my family for delaying my trip back to Michigan with my car full of wedding
presents, I strode into the station. There, a Canadian border agent was just asking
my uncle: "Where did you get your citizenship papers? In a church?" My uncle
wouldn't speak. He seemed to be amused, and simply smiled patiently. "I don't
believe this!" I exploded, my patience at a dead end. "This man has a Ph.D.! I
can't believe this-this-this is racist!" Whereupon my aunt smiled gratefully at
me, and the younger border agent-a young white woman-suddenly looked embarrassed. I can't remember now whether they let my uncle-who has a very heavy
Korean accent-in. It is one of the few times in our family when the "R" word was
explicitly uttered.
More recently, another border crossing. Along with our camping gear and our
children's beach toys, we packed our passports last summer. At the border stop, one
car ahead of us-in it, an older white couple. The young border guard is obviously
joking with them. I pull up in our '90 Hyundai with a Sears cartop carrier on the
roof. His first reaction is friendly-perhaps because we exude summer vacation,
perhaps due to a residual jocularity from the previous exchange. But it quickly
changes, as if he remembers what he is supposed to be about. "What citizenship are
you?" My spouse is implicated in this too, although he is white. No jokes are
exchanged with the passports. Our kids, who to non-Asians look like Asians and
who to Asians often look like non-Asians, sit in the back seat, watching intently and
not saying a word.
B.

More Travel Stories: Othering Ourselves

A Chinese American colleague visited one of her students in Korea last summer. As she describes it, her student, who in the U.S. did not seem to be overlyconscious of the hierarchy of the professor-student relationship, suddenly appeared
to act in accord with Confucian hierarchical principles. She was greeted at the airport by the student and his wife, both dressed extremely formally. At dinner with
the student's family, she was seated opposite his father, who appeared to be in his
fifties. All of the other dinner guests were seated in descending order of hierarchical
status, beginning with her and the student's father. As professor, she was supposedly
equal to the family patriarch. As a woman, she felt "speechless," in her own words.
How could she transgress the gender line simply by relying on her teaching status? I
immediately understand her strong sense of there being no preset place from which
to describe much less understand the strangeness of this coupling.
My hulmoni (grandmother) on my mother's side did not speak English. When
I was fifteen, I spoke no Korean and my hulmoni came from Korea to live with us in
a suburb of Buffalo, NY. Once I found my hulmoni sitting on my bedroom floor,
burning the skin of her arm with incense. My bedroom had been papered by a
previous owner with black and white op art wallpaper and now it smelled funny. I
was very disturbed and demanded an explanation for this bizarre behavior. Isn't she
American woman by culture(s)." Sharon K. Horn, Engendering Chinese Legal Studies: Gatekeeping, Master
Discourses, and Other Challenges, 19 SIGNS 1020, 1020-21 (1994); see also CHOW, supra note 39, at 1-26.
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going to hurt herself. Can't you stop her? Is this a religious practice? I could not
ask my grandmother directly; I was absolutely frustrated by inability to communicate with her and I felt profoundly that she did not "belong" here in the U.S. The
sight and smell of my grandmother was more psychedelic than the wallpaper, in my
not so humble opinion.
I also found my grandmother repeatedly sitting on our living room floor,
watching television. She especially liked re-runs of Bonanza, a show I remembered
watching as a small child but had discarded in favor of Star Trek, M*A*S*H, the
Mary Tyler Moore Show, and other seventies sitcoms. Someone explained to me that
hulmoni had grown fond of Bonanza from watching it in Korea. But it's in English,
I thought. How can she enjoy a show in a language that she doesn't understand?
And a cowboy show no less?
Six years later, I had matured into a slightly less bewildered young adult. My
hulmoni was back in Korea, living with my mother's younger brother. I was filled
with homesickness for a non-fractured identity-the same longing that had motivated the purchase six years after that of the Bird book. I went' to live with hulmoni
for a summer-my first trip to Korea, in fact, the first trip any of the members of
my family had made to Korea since my parents had left over twenty years before.
Once in Korea, I quickly picked up some conversational Korean, and started learning the Korean alphabet. I lived with a Korean family-better yet, my own-and
was treated like a Korean by other Koreans. Almost a "real" Korean. A pure native.
Consternation soon arose, despite my better intentions. Hearing reports of my
behavior, my mother got alarmed enough to recite an allegedly Korean proverb at
me during a long-distance telephone call (birds do not foul their own nests). This
time, I was upset at how my hulmoni was treating my uncle's wife, who from my
perspective was treated awfully, worse even than a servant. I hated watching my
uncle's wife wash the entire family's clothes by hand, cook all the food for the family
without any help, rise earlier than the rest of us to prepare the kitchen, and so on. I
felt guilty and full of feminist principle and I moved out in the middle of the summer to more distant relations who were wealthy enough to afford paid servants. Part
of the dilemma was caused by my household status as "honored guest from
America," a status that was designated and enforced by my hulmoni.
When my hulmoni managed to pierce my careless adolescent consciousness
with her difference, it was when she disturbed me either with her "over-the-top"
ethnic behavior or with a lack of ethnic purity that enabled her to enjoy spaghetti
westerns. When I was in Korea to explore her within her native context, I still could
not accept her complexity, even with the best of intentions and fierce commitment
to know her. I wanted her to be an ethnic specimen who only did positive things.
As an American feminist, 79 I was shocked to find that she embodied and enforced
cultural values that disciplined another woman with mind-numbing domestic labor.
Even so, I managed to find some treasures that I still turn over and examine
once in a while. Such as hulmoni's siory (how was it conveyed?) about how her own
mother had hid hulmoni's shoes so that she could not go to school. Yet somehow
she managed to teach herself to read.
79. Lauren Seng, one of the student editors of this journal, has asked me to define "American feminist":
that is, whether I mean by that term white feminists, who might hold different views from women of color.
Her question highlights the importance of subject positions-of subject, narrator, author and reader, then as
well as now. I have decided that rather than to give a definitive answer, I will let "American feminist" hang
ambiguously in the text, and mark it with this annotation.
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C. Ain't No Place Called Korea
I once encountered a young man who had written a piece called "Ain't No
Place Called Korea."
Now, I knew there was a place called Korea. At that point in time, I had not
actually been in it. But I knew that my parents were from Korea. I knew that when
other children asked if I were "from" China or Japan, I had to reply "Korea" in order
to be truthful. A lot of people I had met didn't know about Korea, and that the
ones that did seemed always to be Korean war vets. But I felt imbued with my
parents' strong sense of ethnic identity and racial pride, even as I myself lacked
much of my own. I remember vaguely trying to convince this young boy of the
existence of Korea, based on the palimpsest of ethnic identity that I managed to feel.
Now I wonder if he wasn't right.
After the civil unrest in L.A. in April 1992, Elaine Kim wrote an essay for
Newsweek that, in her own words, "accus[ed] the news media of using Korean Americans and tensions between African and Korean Americans to divert attention from
the roots of racial violence in the U.S." s She receives mail: "If you are so disenchanted, Korea is still there. Why did you ever leave it? Sayonara." s l The prescient close-ups in Spike Lee's "Do the Right Thing" flattened the Korean merchant

into an accusatory, gibberish-speaking foreigner, adding to the babel of hot summer
rage. During the week of the uprising, Koreans were primarily depicted as vigilantes, pitted against Black and Latinos, waving rifles.8 2 I could not get enough infor-

mation from the media that week. I read three national newspapers each day,
listened intently to NPR, even watched some television, which I normally abhor. I
watched Nightline one evening. Ted Koppel hosted a multi-racial panel of residents
of L.A. Not one of them was Korean. One of the panelists stated that Koreans
wanted to take over the economy of southcentral L.A.-because Koreans were like
the Japanese. Ain't no place called Korea.
At the Asian American law professors conference, we watch a movie of Korean
women who lost their businesses to the insurrection.8 3 I listen to these women

speaking in Korean: the mellifluous and familiar intonations, inflections and pauses
of their voices. The women smile and stare off-camera; they display a formality and
reserve as they talk. The English subtitles display a stunning awareness of what led
to the disaster in their lives, including the knowledge that they were being cast by
others as the antagonists of African Americans.

As they speak, so many things resonate. I think about the way my hulmoni
had treated my aunt in Korea or my mother in the U.S., how my mother had often
been impatient with me as I was growing up, how I never connected with the Korean women sidewalk vendors when I worked as a lawyer in Philadelphia, how it
seemed that many Korean women were so attuned to larger contexts and yet so
80. Elaine H. Kim, Home is Where the 'Han'is: A Korean American Perspectiveon the Los Angeles Upheavals, in READING RODNEY KING READING URBAN UPRISING 215, 223 (Robert Gooding-Williams ed., 1993).
81. Juxtaposed against the many similar expressions of contempt were "[a] large number from African
Americans, all of them supportive and sympathetic-from judges and professors who wanted better understanding between Africans and Koreans to poets and laborers who scribbled their notes in pencil while on
breaks at work." Id. at 227.
82. Id. at 221; Sumi K. Cho, Korean Americans vs. African Americans: Conflict and Construction, in
READING RODNEY KING READING URBAN UPRISING 196, 203 (Robert Gooding-Williams ed., 1993); Lisa
C. Ikemoto, Traces of the Master Narrativein the Story ofAfrican American/KoreanAmerican Conflict: How We
Constructed "Los Angeles", 66 S. CAL. L. REv. 1581, 1590 (1993).
83. Sm-I-Gu (Christine Choy et al., 1993).
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mired in micro-drudgery and forced indifference to their conditions. s4 I realize how
very few media images I had seen of women that week after the insurrection.
Michael Omi and Howard Winant observe: "At a rally held on 2 May 1992 in
Koreatown, there were numerous calls for peace between Blacks and Koreans, while
'[s]everal elderly Korean men left the parade route to shake the hands of Latinos and
African-Americans who were watching.' Signs demanded 'Justice for Rodney King,'
quite a remarkable slogan given the past week's experience. "85 I realize that I had
seen no media depictions of older people, who traditionally hold great moral authority, that week. Ain't no place called Korea.
A year after the uprising, I listened to a Korean American at a conference for
Asian American studies. He delivers his paper by stating that he cannot give a paper,
as he is still grieving over what happened to the Korean community in L.A. He
describes the on-going trauma, the dislocation, the disillusionment, the sense of this
event being a turning-point in Korean American racial consciousness. 6 I realize
how, during the week after the uprising, I had clung to the media for any information, how bereft and confused I had felt, how only one colleague at my institution in
upstate New York had approached me to ask me about it. Ain't no place called
Korea.
The specificity of the Korean ethnic location is erased in the racial formation
process. Few Koreans are represented in the media, even about events that profoundly affect their communities. Koreans who speak more articulately in Korean
rather than English do not really count and therefore are rarely interviewed. Older
people, women and younger children are absent except in highly racialized ways (the
trigger-happy shopowner or the grade-grubbing schoolchild). Unnoticed are acts of
bonding and connecting, exemplified by the Korean woman nicknamed "Smiley" by
her Black customers because she had a constant smile on her face.8 7 Faceless, voiceless: we were always already here as the oriental other. Lisa Ikemoto writes of the
prevalent media imagery: "The stories of conflict construct African American identity in opposition to Korean American identity. In the context of intergroup conflict with African Americans, the oppositional Asian is Korean; all Asians are Korean.
This syllogism silently strips Korean identity of ethnic and cultural content, making
"Korean" interchangeable with "Asian."8 8 Ain't no place called Korea.
D. No Place Called Home
I remember when I first met her. She was a Korean woman who had been
adopted by a white family. At the time, she was tentatively exploring what that
meant for her, finding some space for acceptance within a Korean women's group.
Neither of us spoke Korean-that placed us both on the fringes of that group. Both
of us were middle-class professionals-that put us in the center of that-group. I
moved away. She stayed and wrote: "While [my older white sister] is only two years
84. The social disciplining of Korean women is recorded in an artide written by Grace E. Koh. Grace
E. Koh, The Change, MAGAZINE OF THE KOREAN WOMEN'S ASSOCIATION OF GREATER PHILADELPHIA
1994, at 106.
85. Michael Omi & Howard Winant, The Los Angeles "Race Riot" and Contemporary U.S. Politics, in
READING RODNEY KING READING URBAN UPRISING 97, 106 (Robert Gooding-Williams ed., 1993).

86. See Edward T. Chang, America's FirstMultiethnic "Riots,"in THE STATE OF ASIAN AMERICA: AcrIvISM AND RESISTANCE IN THE 1990S 101 (Karin Aguilar-San Juan ed., 1994).
87. SMa-I-Gu, supra note 83.
88. Ikemoto, supra note 82, at 1592; see also Reginald L. Robinson, "The Other Against Itself: Deconstructing the Violent Discourse Between Korean and African Americans, 67 S. CAL. L. REv. 15 (1993).
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older than I [am], I was never permitted to associate with her or her friends .... My

adopted sister was instrumental in exacerbating my uneven treatment, abuse and
scapegoating. Some poignant examples include times she allowed children to engage
in discriminatory noises, remarks and gestures in front of me; even more astonishing
were her own discriminatory remarks and gestures to me." 9 Of bicultural issues,
she writes "not fitting.., being an interloper... duality... marginality... feeling
schizophrenic (at best, fraudulent because of constantly adapting behavior to different cultures)."90

One afternoon last year, I picked my biracial children up from school. The
sight of three Asian people walking together was too much for one nine-year-old
white boy. He began to chant fake Asian language at us, all in the presence of a
white woman who did not say or do anything. My first impulse was to let it go.
Then for some reason, I turned around to him and said, "You should think about
the things you say. What you say can hurt other people's feelings." Immediately he
was abashed although I felt that my words were absurdly inadequate. Afterwards,
my kids were chastened, and I realized that this was a significant event for them.
What if I had ignored the boy? I then thought about why the white woman had not
said anything: was she a parent or a teacher, and didn't she understand what was
happening? I wondered why the white boy thought that it was okay to say these
things to an Asian adult and how often my kids had to hear these kinds of taunts
when I was not around. But I did not hit the roof until I later found out from my
son that the boy was on the same little league baseball team that my son had been
on-and that my husband had coached.
The sense of foreignness or homelessness that pervades these narratives is one
that also leads to the creation of the Asian American ethnic specimen, a racial category that even the most ardently assimilationist among us encounter daily. Internalized, and compounded in some instances by our own senses of being displaced, we
may mirror back to ourselves and others the feeling that we do not "belong." While
foreignness is not imputed only to Asian immigrant groups, it is re-enacted even
upon second or third or fourth generation Asian Americans through symbolic exclusionary gestures and real acts of exclusion: acts that eventually cease to be performed
upon those immigrant groups racially classified as whites.
Moreover, if "the concept of racialization signifies the extension of racial meaning to a previously racially unclassified relationship, social practice, or group," 9 1 then
narratives concerning Koreans and other relatively recent Asian immigrant groups
provide recent historical evidence of rapid racialization, analogous to the much older
"consolidation of the racial category of Black in the United States from Africans
whose specific identity was Ibo, Yoruba, or Bakaongo among others." 92 So, within a
short period of time (1965-95), a group that had a strong ethnic but little racial
identity prior to entry into the U.S. (Koreans) has been transformed into part of a
category of racial other (American Oriental).
Finally, the multiplicity of possible readings of any of these acts does not detract from the claim I make here: that the process of being made into an ethnic
specimen constitutes a significant racializing process for Asian Americans. We can
89. C.M.Q., Korean American Adoptees,
GREATER PHILADELPHIA 1994, at 123.

90. Id.
91. Omi, supra note 13, at 203.
92. Id.

MAGAZINE OF THE KOREAN WOMEN'S ASSOCIATION OF
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never be certain how much of any particular event is determined by the race-ing of
us by others and how much of it is determined by things other than race. However,
we can never rule out that race-ing is one significant part of the overall dynamic in
any of these stories. What leads me to interpret these stories as having a significant
racial character? For one thing, a consistent pattern is formed to me out of what
might seem to others disparate and arbitrary occurrences. To convey the sinister
behind the seemingly innocuous, the design behind the seeming accident, the constructmess of what seems natural is an enormous task, to which I turn below.
III.

THE PROBLEMS OF THE NATIVE INFORMANT

When I received the student evaluations for the first semester of civil procedure, several of the students had made comments that centered around a theme: that
I was partial to certain students, nasty, short-tempered, politically biased, and in
general, not someone they liked in front of the classroom. Stunned, I thought that I
had been projecting humor and flexibility. I had been especially careful to be selfdeprecating when I presented what could be construed as an explicitly personal perspective or a perspective that could be viewed as a non-dominant perspective.

A.

Storytelling, PartI

Patricia Williams relates a memorable story that describes how a store clerk
93
blowing bubblegum refused to buzz her into a Bennetton store in New York City.
This story has me feeling guilty everytime I wear my Bennetton sweaters, which I
purchased on sale without any difficulty and which I adore. I don't usually remember law review articles that way. Her story has also become shorthand in my mind
every time I am ignored by a white sales clerk who invariably turns first to the white
person standing next to me even if I've been waiting longer and even if it's not a
jeans and no-makeup day for me. This happens often enough to me in upstate New
York that I have identified it as a racial reaction, not a class reaction or a gender
reaction. My story is not the exact same story as the Bennetton story. There is no
teenager blowing pink bubbles or locked storefront on a crowded city street. Usually, instead, in my version, there is a twentysomething clerk with big, fair hair and a
stand-alone store surrounded by a snowy parking lot. From those ambiguous incidents that pile up, cumulative evidence of something different about me (an Asian
American female law professor), I reach the same conclusion as Professor Williams
(an African American female law professor) with her much less ambiguous tale.
In storytelling, however, there is no magic home of infinite agreement. As
Patricia Williams herself acknowledges, multiple perspectives are not only possible
but inevitable. 94 I dislike intensely her piece about Tawana Brawley. Why? It
seems to cross a boundary that I could not imagine credibly being able to cross. It
reminds me of how many times I did not try to make conversation with the Korean
women who sold me fruit from Philadelphia sidewalks. Did I want to? Yes. What
were the barriers there? Many: language, class, a cultural reticence, even shame at
bearing witness to a condition that my yuppie lifestyle was supposed to obviate. So
93.

PATRICIA J. WitLiAMs, THE ALCHEMY OF RACE AND RIGHTS 45-46 (1991).

94. After relating the story itself, Williams describes reactions to it that indude incredulity and hostility.
Id. at 50-51.
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although I am provoked negatively by a story, I am provoked nonetheless into9 5examining the ethics of my relation to others who are like me-and unlike me.

B.

Silences, Part I

The meaning of each event is shaped as much by what is not said as by what is
said. The narrative turn in legal scholarship resists the squeezing of knowledge into
discipline-specific categories, rigidified by "apparently appropriate topics, subjects of
study, and methodologies... [that] determine what gets named as knowledge, how it
gets named and by whom, how that knowledge is generated, and by whom it is
dispersed."9 6 For perspectives positioned on the margins, such representational
practices are the proverbial square peg in a round hole. As Tillie Olsen wrote about
women's silences, "The silences I speak of here are unnatural: the unnatural thwarting of what struggles to come into being, but cannot. In the old, the obvious parallels: when the seed strikes stone; the soil will not sustain; the spring is false; the time
is drought or blight or infestation; the frost comes premature."'97 We have literally
lacked words to describe the interstices in which we often find ourselves.
Yet narrative methodology is not wholly salutary and not always liberatory.
Part of the difficulty in giving events or texts a specifically Asian American reading
stems from cultural contexts that may impart a different meaning to silence, and
then to voice, than do the dominant Western traditions including even the more
recent Western critical stances. Rey Chow has documented with dexterity, for example, some of the slippages that occur in representing Asians to a predominantly
white, Western audience. 98 In her analysis of Chen Kaige's film Yellow Earth, Chow
describes the problem of female voice-literally the singing voice of the female protagonist Cuiqiao-whose "significance is to be found between [male] exteriority and
[female] interiority. .. [because] the assertion of woman's rise to speech would be a
false approach to the problems raised in this context. Indeed, one of the challenges
posed by the new Chinese cinema is precisely this: not the search for a particular
alternative agency, but the acceptance of the radicalness of 'elusiveness' in a context
where politics, as the omnipresently agential, systematically wipes out the elusive." 99
In this difficult passage, Chow illustrates how voice cannot simply be equated with
the "facile optimism of giving [the female protagonist's] 'fate' a humanistically signiSilence and its counterpart story-telling derive their specific meanfying power."'
ings from specific contexts.'' In America, a female Asian protagonist may be not
95. As Mari Matsuda writes, "the instrumental use of coalition-building to achieve certain political goals
is merely the beginning of the worth of this method. The deeper worth of coalition is the way in which it
constructs us as ethical beings and knowers of our world." Mari J. Matsuda, Beside My Sister, Facing the
Enemy: Legal Theory Out of Coalition, 43 STAN. L. REv. 1183, 1184 (1991); see also Deborah W. Post,
Reflection on Identity, Diversity and Morality, 6 BERKELEY WOMEN'S L.J. 136 (1990-9 1).

96. Susan S. Heinzelman & Zipporah B. Wiseman, Preface, REPRESENTING

WOMEN, LAW, LITERA-

TURE, AND FEMINISM viii (Susan S. Heinzelman & Zipporah B. Wiseman eds., 1994).
97. TILIE OLSEN, SILENCES 6 (1978) ("These are not natural silences-what Keats called agonie ennuyeuse (the tedious agony)-that necessary time for renewal, lying fallow, gestation, in the natural cycle of
creation.").
98. CHow, supra note 39, at 27-54.
99. Rey Chow, Silent is the Ancient Plain: Music, Filmmaking, and the Conception of Reform in China's
New Cinema, 12.2 DiscouRsE 82, 98-99 (1990).
100. Id.
101. Id. (In China, "[riural women are not simply the Other, but the Other of the Other of the Other (if
you start with the West, and move from there to China, to China's remote areas, then to women in these
areas).').
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only doubly, but also triply or quadruply, displaced: by sexual orientation,' 1 2 by
having a primary language other than English,' 0 3 by being multiracial or having
parents with a different racial identity than one's own,'0 4 by having experienced a
totalitarian political regime,'0 5 by degree of connection to the country of origin,'" 6
and class,' 0 7 among other things. When a voice is raised, we cannot be certain that
it is primarily raised in response to being raced, or that the intervention by someone
with the same characteristics but of a dominant race is an intervention that would be
suitable for a non-dominant racial voice.' 08
My analogy of Asian American self-representation to Western readings of Chinese cinema is not accidental. Asian American responses to being an "ethnic specimen" are problematic precisely because of the foreignness that is imposed upon us in
the racialization process. American Orientalism immediately displaces and decenters
racial representations by placing us literally outside the national body, complicating
the response to race. The viewing of the Asian American as a native of a reified
exotic culture means that our responding to the race-ing process must include responding to the forced foreignness. Thus I remember saying as a young child, "I am
not Chinese or Japanese-I am Korean." The questions and taunts to which I was
responding, however, collapsed two different concepts: the idea of foreign-outsider
status and the idea of racial inferiority within the U.S. A precise correction to the
other kids who saw me as an Oriental other would have had to include a complex
relay of ideas: I am not Japanese, I am Korean; but I am not really Korean, I am
Korean American; but I am not really Korean American, I am Asian American; and
as such I am a member of a group that is not inferior to your group. However, the
chances that my interlocutor would know or care about the difference between Korean and Japan would have been slim to none. Our conglomerate ethnicity thus
exacerbates the problem of response. Compounding the representational difficulties
are class, gender' 0 9 and other positions that are heavily correlated with the division
102. See generally, William N. Eskridge, Gaylegal Narratives, 46 STAN. L. REV. 607 (1994); Maia Ettinger, Color Me Queer: An Aesthetic Challenge to Feminist Essentialism, 8 BERKELEY WOMEN'S L.J. 106
(1993); Janet E. Halley, Sexual Orientationand the Politicsof Biology: A Critique of the Argument From Immutability, 46 STAN. L. RaV. 503 (1994).
103. Hom, supra note 78, at 1021.
104. Ellen Goodman, Being the Sum and Son of Many Parts,THE BOSTON GLOBE, Apr. 17, 1995, at B5
(Golfer Tiger Woods states "My mother is from Thailand.... My father is part black, Chinese, and American Indian. So I'm all of those. It's an injustice to all my heritages to single me out as black."); Rick Reilly,
Good Gracious,He's a GreatBall of Fire, SPORTS ILLUSTRATED, Mar. 27 1995, at 62; see generally Scales-Trent,
supra note 35.
105. CHOW, supra note 39, at 25 (discussing her position as a progressive intellectual raised in Hong
Kong and who supports human rights in China: "Perhaps more than anyone else, those who live in Hong
Kong realize the opportunistic role they need to play in order, not to 'preserve,' but to negotiate their
'cultural identity.'").
106. Shirley Geok-Lin Lim, Asian American DaughtersRewriting Asian Maternal Texts, in ASIAN AMERICANS: COMPARATIVE AND GLOBAL PERSPECTIVES 239 (Shirley Hune et al. eds., 1991) (discussing the American daughter's exploration of silence around her mother, who had died in the bombing of Hiroshima, in Joy
Kogawa's Obasan).
107. Cho, supra note 82, at 200-01 (describing how the ability to open liquor stores in South Central Los
rather than race).
Angeles depended on class
108. Haney-Lopez, supra note 35, at 27 ("Questions of community and identity... are always function[s]
of a specific interlocutory situation-and the answers, matters of strategy rather than truth."); see also Aiwa
Ong, The Modern Corporation:Manufacturing Gender Hierarchy, in SPIRITS OF RESISTANCE AND CAPITALIST
DISCIPLINE: FACTORY WOMEN IN MALAYSIA 207 (1987) (describing the resistance of Malaysian female

silicon chip factory workers in the form of outbreaks of mass spirit possession).
109. Some specifically Asian American feminist analyses include: Chalsa Loo, M. Buterfly: A Feminist
Perspective, BEARING DREAMS, SHAPING VISIONS: ASIAN PACIFIC AMERICAN PERSPECTIVES (Linda Ravea et
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others and those who are represented (or who
of labor between those who represent
10
write)."
who
those
support
silently
Western readings of Asian silence as a cultural trait that predominantly signifies
passivity further complicates the work of the native informant. This interpretation
flattens the silence into a single and implicitly inferior rhetorical symbol. Here, I
offer evidence that silence must be read polysemously and multivalently. Silence is
an active process of listening to cultural discrepancies and waiting for an appropriate
moment in which to intervene. It also can be read as an act of contradiction or
opposition to the autonomous, self-directing Western liberal.
In analyzing the texts of three Asian women writers, for example, King-Kok
Cheung explores the rhetorical varieties of silence deployed by the authors."' She
describes silences as "undesirable" but also "enabling," such as in "the breathtaking
rendition of soundless but 'accurate and alert knowing."" 2 Included in her analysis
also are "persuasive silence," silences that signify "aesthetic restraint," "authorial silence" (contrasted to the silence of the characters themselves or even of the narrative
voice), "[p]rovocative silence," and "oppressive, inhibitive, protective, stoic, and attentive silences."' 13

The unpacking of silence's different meanings is not a return to cultural essentialism. Indeed, the silences may have "cross-cultural inspirations" 1 4 or may be
otherwise multi-positional. Cheung, for example, analyzes two passages from Maxine Hong Kingston's The Woman Warror in which Kingston depicts her inarticulateness in primary school.'

15

Cheung presents several different readings of Kingston's

silence, relying sometimes on the narrator's stated interpretations ("The other Chinese girls did not talk either, so I knew the silence had to do with being a Chinese
girl.") and at other times on the author-narrator's adult perspectives on the small
girl, as well as Cheung's readings of Kingston's 'more mature' explanations. The
girl's explanation is contradicted by the talkativeness of her mother, and the Chinese-American's explanation is contradicted by the emphasis in white American culture on feminine decorum, which does not value strong speech in women. From
these and other contradictions, Cheung weaves a narrative of silence such as "[t]he
implied challenge of being doubly bilingual-metaphorically as a woman and literally as a pupil grappling with two disparate languages."' 16 And from the apparent
contradiction of the "quiet pupil [who] can nevertheless be(come) an articulate
writer," 117 Cheung ties the female oral tradition given Kingston from her mother to
the typically male written tradition, which for Kingston derives from a different
cultural tradition and language than either of her parents." 8 By treating silence as
al. eds., 1993); Deborah Woo, The Gap Between Striving andAchieving: The Case of Asian American Women,
in MAKING WAVES: AN ANTHOLOGY OF WRITINGS BY AND ABOUT ASIAN AMERICAN WOMEN 185 (Asian
Women United of California ed., 1989); Daina C. Chiu, The CulturalDefense: Beyond Exclusion, Assimilation,
and Guilty Liberalism, 82 CAL. L. REv. 1053 (1994); see also OKIHIRO, supra note 73, at 64-92 (chapter called
"Recentering Women").
110. OLSEN, supra note 97.
111. CHEUNG, supra note 2, at 20.

112. Id.
113. Id. at 24-26.
114. Id. at 20.
115. Id. at 80-82.
116. Id. at 83-84.
117. Id. at 89.
118. Id. at 98-99. Kingston's father's silence is later analyzed, with respect to China Men. One very
moving aspect of Cheung's book is the reproduction of the tide page of the Chinese translation of China
Men, bearing Kingston's father's elegant calligraphic annotations.
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deserving of focus in its own right, Cheung highlights rather than effaces Kingston's
natural occupation of multiple subject positions.
Asian Americans often are bemused or even enraged at their parents' reticence
in conveying family history. I have often been astounded at the "secrets" my parents
have managed to reveal to me only recently: facts such as my mother's complete
command of Japanese, the existence of my father's two half-brothers, the ways they
coped with the wars on the Korean peninsula." 9 These silences, however, can represent forms of control and hegemony over one's life as well as over one's children.
Regina Austin has described how the "'Black community' is not really divided into
two distinct segments-one straight, the other street... [but consists also of) 'bridge
people' who straddle both worlds."' 20 The Asian American community has its own
bridge generations and people. There may very well be negative consequences of
story-telling for the people here who are connected to people who are not here. The
Chinese "paper sons" who were able to circumvent the exclusionary immigration
laws after the San Francisco earthquake of 1906 can only now be revealed as such,
after their children and grandchildren have become citizens. 12 1 Silence as a form of
control also means avoiding the reliving of tragic and painful events.' 22 Moreover,
as King-Kok Cheung points out, there is bridging
between cultures within the U.S.,
23
in often paradoxical and ambivalent ways.'
I certainly do not want to over-emphasize either the incommensurability of
different cultural interpretations of silence or silence as a method of seizing rather
than relinquishing control. I am skeptical towards my own claims that a difference
(here, the difference in the interpretation of silence) is always attributable to cultural
differences.' 24 Yet languages themselves can be incommensurable. I remember all
the neologisms that my parents-especially my mother-coined: "ricetea,"
"meatpads," "eggrice." How did we ever negotiate the more complex things like
"independence"? 2 5 Only now do I appreciate the control that she gave up by
119. Elaine Kim's story of her half-sister's experiences during the Korean War bears many resemblances
to the story my father told to one of my brothers last summer. See Elaine H. Kim, War Story, in MAKING
WAVES: AN ANTHOLOGY OF WRITINGS BY AND ABOUT ASIAN AMERICAN WOMEN 80 (Asian Women
United of California ed., 1989).
120. Regina Austin, "The Black Community, "Its Lawbreaken, anda Politics of Identification, 65 S. CAL. L.
REV. 1769, 1799 (1992).
121. See, e.g., Honorable Denny Chin, From Paper Son to Federal Judge, paper presented at Syracuse
University College of Law (Mar. 31, 1995) (on file with author) ("I believe that my grandfather was one of
these paper sons, because I don't know how else he would have been able to enter the United States in
1916.").
122. Recently my father told me how his mother had been tortured by the equivalent of intelligence
agents in Japan-occupied Korea in the early 1930's. My grandfather had been hiding from the Japanese
authorities. One night, my father woke up to find his mother gone and a Japanese soldier looking down at
him. When his mother returned the next morning, she told her then eight-year-old son that she had said to
her torturers, "If your wife was in my position, would you want her to disdose where you were hiding?" My
father was seventy when he revealed this to me.
123. CHEUNG, supra note 2, at 97 ("Like Yamamoto, who is at once critical and appreciative of her
nikkei heritage, Kingston evinces deep ambivalence toward her cultural legacy. Although the narrator of The
Woman Warrior does not overcome her adolescent rancor against her mother and the culture she represents
until the end of the novel, the author-possessing the wisdom of hindsight-allows her dialogic vision to
pervade the entire work.... Most of the time, this colloquy of anger and retrospection is detectable only in
the mismatch between the narrator's assertions and the author's strategies.").
124. See Lowe, supra note 11, at 36-37 (Amy Tan's Joy Luck Club "represents antagonisms that are not
exclusively generational but are due to different conceptions of class and gender among ChineseAmericans.").
125. See also Yniguez v. Arizonans for Official English, 42 F.3d 1217, 1232 (1995) (Beyond conceptual
differences, " 'words are often chosen as much for their emotive as their cognitive force'-to such an extent,
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speaking my first language rather than having me speak hers. For one thing, she will
never have the experience of belittling my ideas because I can't say things "right."
But we both suffer from the gaps. Sharon Hom tells of finding herself at a conference "caught in the space of 'listening' between languages. I lean forward to search
the faces of my Chinese colleagues from the PRC, their eyes intently inward, trying
to make sense of the simultaneous translation silently transmitting itself through the
bulky headphones they wear. In the question and answer period, I point to the
difficulty of agreeing on translations of basic terms, like gender, sex, sexuality, the
fundamental contested terms of this cross-cultural, cross-disciplinary discourse... at
this point, I see the heads of my Chinese colleagues look up, their smiling eyes
looking at me across the distance of the headphones separating us."126
I wonder also to what extent our silence is also attributable to our own forms of
the "Miss Saigon" syndrome-the denial or lack of recognition that we are being
raced? Our ability to "pass" in and out of certain racial situations that might entrap
other minority groups gives us more latitude to overlook the race-ing that does occur.1 2 7 Silence as control may also include dampening the trauma of racialization.

Soon after Vincent Chin was beaten to death with a baseball bat by two unemployed
white auto workers in the streets of Detroit, my brother Richard and I walked together down a bucolic street in Ann Arbor. Although we lived in the same small
town, and attended the same university, we did not get together very often. Nonetheless, we happened to be walking together that night, and I was feeling the kind of
comfortable, companionable feeling that one has when in the presence of a friend,
someone with whom one has a shared history.
Closer to the university buildings on the opposite side of the street, walking in
the opposite direction, came a group. The group was all male, and my impression at
the time was that it was all white. There were about five to ten individuals. As they
neared us, a few of them began shouting words over at us. The moment I identified
that they were racial words, I immediately sensed danger. My pulse accelerated as
the adrenalin response took over. My hair stood on end. At the same time, I felt a
strong protective instinct for my brother, who was trying to ignore them. I felt a
void to my right, where there was a dark parking lot and apparently no other people.
I wondered whether the students were drunk, and if so, how irrational they might
be. We didn't say anything back to them. We tried not to look at them. After they
passed us, and it became clear that nothing terrible was going to happen, I still felt
alarmed. Yet I couldn't share this response with my brother. He said something in
his sarcastic way, and we both tried to pretend the incident had not occurred.
I think about why I recall this racial taunting incident among so many others
in which my brother and I, either separately or together, were raced. I think it was
then that I realized the full extent of his vulnerability as an Asian American man. As
a woman, I had myriad strategies for getting people to know, trust and accept me. I
could act the demure, agreeable, head-bobbing one. This type of acceptance by the
dominant white culture gives me one choice' 28 for controlling the impact of racism
in fact, that this emotive aspect 'may often be the more important element of the overall message sought to be
communicated.'" (citing Cohen V. California, 403 U.S. 15, 25 (1971)).
126. Horn, supra note 78, at 1021.
127. See generally Matsuda, supra note 13; see also Peggy McIntosh, White Privilege andMale Privilege:A
PersonalAccount of Coming to See Correspondences Through Work in Women s Studies, in POWER, PRIVILEGE
AND LAW 21 (Leslie Bender & Daan Braveman eds., 1995) (about one-fifth of Prof. McIntosh's list of fortyfive white privileges apply to me as an Asian American).
128. Haney-Lopez, supra note 35, at 39.
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in my life-a technique that my brother does not have even though in fact he is the
gender one. Perhaps the shock of insights such as these form part of the impulse not
to confront the hurt that the recognition of racism brings.
When I told this story to a group of law students a few years ago, I received a
note from one of my students-an adopted Vietnamese American woman-who
told me how much it meant to her for me to reveal it. Yet even now I resist opening
up this and other stories to others. Throughout the construction of this Article, in
fact, I have had to remind myself repeatedly not to fall back into the abstract. Why?
Why didn't my brother and I discuss what happened? Why, in general, do people
shy away from viewing race as deserving of scrutiny in its own right? 2 9 The interrogation of silence in the face of racism must include the possibility-indeed, the
certainty-that confronting racism is extremely difficult and distressing.
C.

Storytelling Coda

Certainly some of the difficulty in the representation of an authentic Asian
American voice stems from the more familiar problem of objectification that other
groups such as women experience.' 3 ° The "Native as Silent Object"' 3 ' is a key to
the orientalizing of the East by the West. Having one of the objects talk back is not
32
the full panacea. One obvious problem with that approach is that of tokenism.'
Then there is the problem of genre. How does an authentic native talk back to a
travel narrator? How could I have responded to Isabella Bird, for example, especially
in a time when authentic ethnicity was the departure point for authentic self-realization (e.g., Black is beautiful)? The concepts did not exist either. So I simply put the
book away.
In representing our authentic native selves, how are we in fact to know the
"original" when we see it? I almost always doubt any of my attributions of difference to cultural differences because I know my culture or that of other Asian ethnic
groups only through inferences. While I have noticed, for example, that I tend to be
more verbose than many Asian American women, I do not know with certainty that
the verbosity can be ascribed to cultural differences between the East Asian countries
and the United States. I am reminded of a critique I recently made about the bride
in Ang Lee's film The Wedding Banquet that her aggressive sexuality and apparent
insouciance to familial expectations and obligations were uncharacteristic of any
Asian woman I had ever met. My respondent, a Chinese history professor and film
buff, and parenthetically a white male, replied that her biting repartee seemed very
characteristic of a Maoist-raised PRC woman.
One way to cure the problem of certifying authenticity is to disrupt the concept of the reified native culture. I see an analogy to the way the Queer Nation
129. Omi & Winant, supra note 9, at 11-13 (discussing the three major intellectual paradigms of race,
which rely upon ethnicity, class or nation rather than upon race per se). By contrast, First Amendment
jurisprudence is founded upon the largely unquestioned assumption that religious identity is profoundly
important and deserving of protection.
130. See generallyTeresa de Lauretis, The Violence ofRhetoric: Considerationson Representationand Gender,
54 SEMoInTcA 11 (1985).
131. CHOW, supra note 39, at 30-36.
132. As Trinh T. Minh-ha states: "No uprooted person is invited to participate in this 'special' wo/man's
issue unless s/he makes up her/his mind and paints her/himself thick with authenticity. Eager not to disappoint, I try my best to offer my benefactors and benefactresses what they most anxiously yearn for: the
possibility of a difference or an otherness that will not go so far as to question the foundation of their beings
and makings." Minh-ha, supra note 5, at 14.
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disrupts dominant heterosexual norms that nonetheless construct homosexual desire
as a powerful marketing tool, so as "to consolidate a safe space for gay subjects and
also to dislocate utterly the normative sexual referent."' 33 Keith Aoki writes that,
"given the ongoing contemporary globalization of mass culture and media forms,
the very pervasiveness of various racial-ized and gendered representations may actually multiply, rather than shrink the sites for contestation over the meaning of such
representations."134 Rather than an "authentic" voice that demands an "original"
culture that is pure, primitive, untouched, unelaborated, stable-we must insist on
bastardization, hybridity, multiplicity, contradiction and flux. Our expertise lies in
disrupting the reduction of our cultures to ethnic specimen-that static, self-contained and derogatory jumble of chink/gook/sayonara/eggroll/vietcong/dogeater/oriental/nip/jap/chinaman or the double-edged confusion of workhorse/powerhouse/
diligent/straight A's/mathwhiz. Asian American women may need to OVER-represent themselves, such as in the aggressive style of Margaret Cho's stand-up comedy,
in order to overcome the deep cultural resistances that people have to seeing them as
agents with power.1 35 By relating the complexity of our lived experiences, in an
authentic voice that is not a priori defiled by the observer's gaze or accompanied by a
requirement of ethnic purity,' 36 we may begin albeit imperfectly to resist the ethnic
conglomeration and racialization process.
D.

Silences: Coda

Finally, a group of objections to narrative might pertain to our cultural positions as academicians. Does our general reluctance to foreground ourselves mean
that we don't take ourselves seriously enough as subject/object of inquiry? 37 How
can we, Asian American women and men alike, highlight the scandal of our invisi133. Lauren Berlant & Elizabeth Freeman, Queer Nationality, 19 BOUNDARY 2 149, 168 (New Americanists 2: National Identities and Postnational Narratives, Spring 1992) ("One form this project takes is an
'outing' of corporate economic interest in 'market segments' with which corporations refiuse to identify explicitly. The New York Gap series changes the final 'P' in the logo of stylish ads featuring gay, bisexual, and
suspiciously polymorphous celebrities to a '").
134. Aoki, supra note 14. Yet as I noted in section II(C), media representations of affected members of a
non-dominant, politically powerless group can be very thin.
135. In reference to her gay boyfriend, Margaret Cho calls him "my partner in life. We are the Cho/
Silvermans, and sex never gets in the way." Jefferson Graham, On the Edge of Fame. Cho Brings Comic and
Ethnic Sensibilities to TV, USA TODAY, June 16, 1994, at 3D.
136. Elaine Kim, Preface to CHARLIE C-tAN is DEAD: AN ANTHOLOGY OF CONTEMPORARY ASIAN
AMEICAN WRITING (Jessica Hagedorn ed., 1993) ("Charlie Chan... is challenged by ... a Korean American who writes in French, a Chinese-Panamanian-German who longs too late to know her father, a mean
Japanese American grandmother, a Chinese American flame-diver or a teenaged Filipino American male
prostitute.... To read them, we will need to go beyond cultural nationalist approaches to employ mixed
strategies and practices.").
137. Regina Austin writes that in the context of writing about
Sapphire.. .the stereotypical BLACK BITCH-tough, domineering, emasculating, strident, and
shrill ....
Well, I think the time has come for us to get truly hysterical, to take on the role of
'professional Sapphires" in a forthright way, to declare that we are serious about ourselves, and to
capture some of the intellectual power and resources that are necessary to combat the systematic
denigration of minority women. It is time for Sapphire to testify on her own behalf, in writing,
complete with footnotes.
Regina Austin, Sapphire Bound', 1989 Wis. L. REv. 539, 539-42 (1989); see also Jerome M. Culp, Jr., Voice,
Perspective, Truth, and Justice: Race and the Mountain in the Legal Academy, 38 Loy. L. REv. 61 (1992);
Jerome M. Culp, Jr., Autobiography and Legal Scholarshipand Teaching: Finding the Me in the Legal Acadmy,
77 VA. L. Rav. 539 (1991); Leslie G. Espinoza, Masks and Other Disguises: Exposing Legal Academia, 103
HARv. L. REv. 1878 (1990); Judy Scales-Trent, Using Literaturein Law School The Importance ofReading and

Telling Stories, 7

BERKELEY WOMEN'S

L.J. 90 (1992).
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bility as specific legal subjects? How can we connect up these efforts to the efforts
of other relatively disempowered
groups such as gays and lesbians, other racial
3
groups, women of all colors?' 1
We may have been more reluctant than others to engage in the "inward turn in
outsider jurisprudence,"' 3 9 by exploring, for example, the differences between the
racial formation of Asians and that of other groups.14 0 Perhaps we feel that it is
inappropriate or even disloyal to highlight our marginality when others face greater
needs and oppressions. But even if, as an ethical or political matter, we defer to
those who have greater needs and have experienced greater historical oppressions
within the political boundaries of the U.S., our experiences are not only valuable but
necessary. Through the construction of us as foreigner-other, our racial identity has
been used in large part to police and enforce those very political boundaries that
enclose others securely. Moreover, our uncertain positioning within the racial hierarchy is itself a fertile seedbed for unique insights about race and political power. 4 '
The study of relations of power cannot be complete if we leave out even a single
significant difference.' 4 2
Finally, what is the role of our limited resources? There are so few of us and
thus our individual choices are that much more significant. If we believe in activism
43
towards some kind of social change, is our activism better directed in other ways?'
For example, is our activism better expressed in organizing students to do pro bono
work or doing pro bono work ourselves? Assuming that we all agree that scholarship
is important in and of itself or for the recognition that we get in the scholarly
community, to what extent do we contribute to our community and group identity
through storytelling? Related to that is the question of whether storytelling's potential for effecting social change outside of the scholarly community is more imagined
than real, or the question of who reads the law reviews anyways?
138. See, e.g., Robert A. Williams, Jr., Linking Arms Together: MulticulturalConstitutionalismin a North
American Indigenous Vision ofLaw andPeace, 82 CAL. L. REv. 981, 1038 (describing the Haudenosaunee (or
Six Nations) Covenant Chain, -a multicultural alliance [with whites] informed by the. . .vision of law and
peace proclaimed by an Iroquoian diplomat in the treaty at Three Rivers in 1645.").
139. Richard Delgado, The Inward Turn in OutsiderJurisprudence,34 Wm. & MARY L. REv. 741 (1993).
140. Some Asian American legal scholars have employed personal narratives. See Chang, supra note 8;
Chew, supra note 48; Dinesh Khosla, Select JournalEntries on Entry Feefor Inclusion, 2 COLUM. J. GENDER.
& L. 173 (1992); Hing, supra note 24; Mari J. Matsuda, Voices of America: Accent, Antidiscrimination Law,
anda JurisprudenceFor the Last Reconstruction, 100 YALE L.J. 1329 (1991); Mari J. Matsuda, Public Response
to Racist Speech: Consideringthe Victim's Story, 87 MICH. L. REv. 2320 (1990). Asian American Studies is a
fertile source of stories, readings and textual interpretations of Asian American experiences that could be
transplanted into law. See, e.g., K Scott Wong, Our Lives, Our Histories, in MULTICULTURAL TEACHING IN
THE UNIVERSITY (David Schoem et al. eds., 1993).
141. See, e.g., Cho, supra note 46; Jerry Kang, The Internal Instability of Dworkin's Defense of Affirmative
Action: The Problem ofAdmissions Ceilings on Asian Americans, 31 HAiv. C.R.-C.L. L. REv. (1996); Matsuda,
supra note 4; see also Gary Y. Okihiro, Reading Asian Bodies, Reading Anxieties, paper presented at the
University of California, Davis, Humanities Institute (June 1, 1995) (on file with author) ("Asians... pose a
fundamental problem to the dualisms that comprise the conventions of race (black and white), gender (female and male), and sexuality (homosexual and heterosexual.").
142. See, e.g., Sharon Rush, Sexual Orientation:A Plea for Inclusion, 10 BERKELEY WOMEN'S L.J. 69
(1995) (arguing that coalition building must consider all significant outsider perspectives).
143. Philip T. Nash, Asian American Community Legal Needs and the Role of the Asian American Law
Professors, paper presented at the Conference of Asian Pacific American Law Professors, Boston, Massachusetts (Oct. 13-15, 1994) (on file with author); see also Duncan Kennedy, Radical Intellectuals in American
Culture and Politicsor My Talk at the Gramsci Institute, in SEXY DRFSSINc ETC. 1 (1993) (progressive politics
in general); Michael Omi, It just Ain't The Sixties No More: The Contemporary Dilemmas ofAsian American
Studies, in REFLECTIONS ON SHATTERED WINDOWS: PROMISES AND PROSPECTS FOR ASIAN AMERICAN
STUDIEs 31 (Gary Y. Okihiro et al. eds., 1988) (Asian American progressive politics).
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IV.

POSTCARDS FROM THE EDGE

In the midst of finishing this Article, a controversy erupts over Senator Alphonse D'Amato's "yellowface" mockery of Judge Lance Ito. Senator D'Amato is
scheduled to be our commencement speaker. There is a meeting of some concerned
faculty and students with the Dean. Some of the students who attend the meeting
with the Dean are from my civil procedure class. I am surprised and touched, but
do not interpret their acts as having been influenced by me. I also find that I am
angry, fatigued and wondering whether some might not find this Article too bleak
to swallow. (Months later, however, as I am engrossed in last minute editorial revisions, I bask in what I think are unsentimental memories of my students' eventual if
ambivalent rapprochement with me. And I started this year's class again with the
story of Chan is Missing.)
I claim here that one distinct characteristic of Asian American racial formation,
or being "raced" as an Asian American, is the process of being made into an "ethnic
specimen" or someone who is constructed within a narrative that is committed to
the narrator's pre-existing and relatively static perceptual framework towards the
Orientalized other. This perceptual framework of the American Oriental as a foreigner forever has significant legal consequences. This racial category is the departure point of authenticity for discourse, critical or otherwise.' 44 Despite the
multiplicity of actual Asian American subject positions, the racial valence of Ameristable over time (even as specific incarnacan Orientalism continues to be relatively
4 5
tions of that racial valence mutate).1
I have also canvassed the many challenges to articulating authentic Asian American voices. Because there is no single, essential or unitary Asian American perspective, any voice that is raised will tend to be over-emphasized and over-privileged visa-vis other voices. In academic production, this translates into the dominance of the
Western-educated, economically privileged native informant who may not represent
the racializing experiences of other Asian Americans. How do we foreground our
positions in the margins, on the edges, in the interstices of cultures, at the same time
that we also occupy the centers of those cultures (first world academic)? "One cannot really 'give voice' to the others, without unlearning one's privilege as speaking/
making subject, or as Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak puts it, without 'learning how to
wave of missionaries
speak, so that to those women we will not seem like yet another
'' 4 6
coming to develop them into humanhood or feministhood."
144. Chandra T. Mohanry, Under Western Eyes: Feminist Scholarship and Colonial Discourses, 2 BOUNDtARY 333, 334 (1983).
145. Aoki, supra note 14; see also SUSAN FALUDI, BACKLASH: THE UNDECLARED WAR AGAINST AMERICAN WOMEN 200-26 (1991) (analyzing media imagery of women); Adeno Addis, Individualism, Communitarianism and the Rights of Ethnic Minorities, 67 NOTRE DAME L. REV. 615, 670 (1992) (discussing media
imagery of minorities); Wilhelmina M. Reuben-Cooke, Communicatingthe Unspeakable andSeeing the Invisible,
6 BERKELEY WOMEN'S L.J. 167 (1990-91) (analyzing media imagery of African American women);
Okihiro, supra note 141, at 2 ("[Clonventions acquire currency through repetition, explaining the need for
and power of culture and cultural (re)production, and pointing to the inherent instability... of those conventions and their derivative and generative social relations.").
146. Trinh T. Minh-ha, Introduction to She the InappropriatedOther, 8 DISCOuRSE 3, 6 (1986-87); for
other discussions of the relationship of Western feminism to Asian Americans, see also Mohanty, supra note
144; EDWARD W. SAID, REPRESENTATIONS OF THE INTEuCTUAL 62 (1994); Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak,
The Post-ColonialCritic, in THE POST COLONIAL CRITIC: INTERVIEWS, STRATEGIES, DIALOGUES 67 (1990).
For a discussion of the legal concept of representation, see Martha Minow, From Class Actions to "Miss Saigon"
The Concept of Representation in the Law, in REPRESENTING WOMEN, LAw, LITERATURE, AND FEMINISM 8
(Susan S. Heinzelman & Zipporah B. Wiseman eds., 1994).
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47
Narrative methodology with all its drawbacks and pitfalls is a necessary tool. 1
Problems of representation are not to be taken lightly. Yet always to acquiesce to
narrative's alternative-silence-is to continue the lack of rupture of the dominant
racial representations of Asian Americans, including the significance of Asian American silence itself. The master narrative of race, in which racial hierarchy is fixed in
reference to white supremacy, defiies race oppositionally. We are raced or othered,
in a "strategy that merges ethnicity, culture, gender, and class into race."' 148 Complexity does not count. Multiple positions and dislocations are not recognized.
Writing, speaking, acting from the margins are acts that are often ignored, devalued
or actively opposed. And unexamined racial oppositional difference has ramifications defined, often violently, by law.
Constructing alternative accounts of race, ones that do not define race oppositionally but rather by the positive differences of cultural synergy and dynamism, will
take substantial effort. Chan may be missing in the legal discourse of race; nevertheless, we must not yet or ever presume him dead.

147. Steven L. Winter, The Cognitive Dimension of the Agony Between Legal Powerand NarrativeMeaning,
87 MICH. L. REv. 2225, 2227 (1989) ("Narrative does not meet the threefold demands of generality, unreflexivity, and reliability that are necessary if a prevailing order is credibly to justify itself.").
148. Ikemoto, supra note 82, at 1582.

